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It is not the job of this journal to act as an adviser. 
Therefore for this 'harvesting' number we feel our job 
has been done if we present the facts involved in 
each possible consideration and then leave you to 
draw your own conclusions and make your decision. 

In this Issue we have expressed the pros and cons 
of mechanical harvesting in both partial and impartial 
ways so that enough incentive is provided to pursue 
further inquiries or pan the development with the 
time-honoured 'seen it all before' sentiment. 

But no one has made the case for the hand harves
ter. And here you will note that we do not use the 
common term 'picker' because in our book that word 
seems to denote a common action which can be 
compared with 'potato picker' the name for an oper
ation which can be performed almost on sight by any 
person with sufficient arms and fingers to scoop 
them from the row and two legs to straddle it. The 
fact that these 'pickers' have largely now been super
seded by machines is evidence in itself of the lack of 
finer expertise required. 

Mushroom gathering by hand is different. We can
not express too strongly our feelings that this skilled 
operation should: first, be called universally 'hand 
harvesting' and those who perform the task 'hand 
harvesters' and, second, this method of gathering 
our crops should be a main plank in our promotion. 
This latter point would seem to be very Important In 
an age when the 'natural ', the craft, the farm and the 
country are very emotive words and seem to be pre
ferred to factory and mechanisation. 

It has that air about It, true or not that like all hand 
crafted and hand selected goods, 'hand harvested' 
mushrooms by their very nature sound as though 
they reveal their superior quality. 

We would even go further and suggest that our 
'hand harvesters' are our front line troops and of all 
the operations on the farm It is they to Whom the su
permarket buyer, the quality controller speak, not to 
the composting man, the waterer, the office manager 
or the operator of a £40,000 front loader, important as 
these activities are. 

So how do we keep them happy. 
In an age when we seem to be moving as a society 

from a t1me of production into one of service indus
tries we must try to match the conditions provided 
for staff by those new businesses. How can we por
tray that hand harvesting mushrooms is superior to 
sitting at a supermarket check-out with its constant 
stream of tired, 
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EDITORIAL 

irritable, over-burdened 
customers? 

The problem has been 
tackled well in Denmark. 
There they have created 
facillties which surpass the 
superb to attract their staff. 
In return for very short 
periods of work, rota-ed to 
suit the convenience of the 
worker they provide 
creches and other 
amenities finding that in 
return for childcare for an 
hour or two mothers are 
only too keen to work. 

Perhaps, indeed, if we 
changed the names of 
some of our farms from 
'nurseries ' to 'nursery' the 
lady hand harvesters would 
flock in! 

Our new-look Journal 
seems to have thrown up 
discussion on its role. 

The Journal 's principal 
functions are: 
1. to communicate 
scientific and technical 
information 
2. to act as a forum for 
members' opinions 
3. to act as a marketplace 
for the trade and grower 
members 
4. to inform members of 
relevant legislation, and of 
the topics under review by 
the Association's Executive 
Committee and its relevant 
sub-committees. 

These intents have 
probably never changed 
since the magazine's 
inception. But what has 
changed is the size and 
global importance of the 
mushroom industry. 

A revision of the Journal 
was undertaken in order to 
reflect that growth by an 
Improvement in 
presentation. Such a move 
is designed to make it more 
visually appealing both to 
readers and to advertisers, 
to create more space to 
make it more easily 
readable, to attract more 
readers, customers if you 
like. 

News from around the 
mushroom world is 

welcome every month -
closing dote end of the first 

week in each month -
send yours now! 
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I t gets up our nose a bit 
the way the North·ern 

Irish Journal called 
'Mushroom People ' lifts 
copyright material from our 
columns without so much as 
an acknowledgement. 
Therefore it is good to see 
them stumble a bit When they 
report on some aspects of the 
business. For example they 
took the survey conducted by 
MBA of Wigan and 
interpreted a straightforward 
report on the business as 
indicating the great 
profitability of the industry. 
They even headed it 
'Mushroom Profits '. One 
might have expected such 
treatment from a paper which 
had ho technical or Inside 
knowledge of the industry but 
how can they publish such 
material and still call 
themselves 'Mushroom 
People '? 

M ushrooms 
continue to figure 

in the great food debate. In a 
recent article in SHE 
magazine the weight of 
evidence for dietary 
prevention of cancers is 
examined and one of the 
substances pinpointed is 
selenium. This, they say is 'a 
component of an enzyme 
which mops up free radicals '. 
It is a trace element and 
works with vitamin E. 

Cancer patients, says the 
article, have comparatively 
low levels of selenium but 
'whether the cancer causes 
the levels to drop, or a 
deficiency helps to bring on 
the Illness is not clear'. 

But it is recommended in 
one 's diet. And what is one of 
the principal sources? Why 
mushrooms, of course. Isn't it 
time we listed all these 
beneficial aspects and used 
them in our promotion? 

M ushrooms featured 
strongly on the 

NFU stand at Chelsea show. 
Large baskets were used for 
their display and, as usual, 
the stand received a gold 
medal. 

THEWORLDO 

MCA exhibits at teachers' 
exhibition in Belfast 
The MGA took a stand at the HERE (Home Economics 
Resources In Education) exhibition, held at 
Jordonstown University, Belfast, on 27th and 28th 
April. 

More than two hundred and fifty teachers attended 
th,ls two day exhibition ; this represented over 60% of 
home economics teachers In the province. 

Every teacher was given copies of the MGA's 
children's leaflet, "Growing Cultivated Mushrooms," 
the nutrition card for senior school children and colleg 
students, and teacher's notes. 

The MGA exhibited fresh mushrooms - loose and 
prepack - and Victoria Lloyd-Davies, PR consultant to 
the MGA, supported by Kernans and Safe Marketing, 
talked to the teachers about the mushroom industry. 

The MGA stand gener~ed much Interest In fresh 
mushrooms and It Is hoped that mushroom teaching 
projects wlll be set up In schools and C'olleges In 
Northern Ireland. Today's students are tomorrow's 
consumers, so It Is Important that they should learn 
about the purchasing, handllng1 and cooking of fresh 
mushrooms. 

N ewly appointed 
managing director 

of Midd lebrook Mushrooms 
Ltd is B J Dyer who was 
made deputy m.d. last year. 
Since he joined Booker about 
twenty years ago Mr Dyer has 
spent most of his time abroad 
mainly in sugar. After five 
years as field superintendent, 
then nucleus estate manager, 
in Kenya he retu rned to 
London head office from 
where he undertook 
consultancy assignments in 
Java, Sumatra, Australia, 
Papua New Guinea, 
Swaziland, South Africa, 
Ethiopia, Madagascar and 
Kenya. Then his service was 
in Papua New Guinea where 
he became agricultural 
manager of a new sugar 
project until 1986 when he 
was appointed general 
manager of Ramu Sugar in 
that country. This vast 
organisation supplies all the 
country's requirements of 
sugar. It incorporates a 
distillery converting the 
molasses by-product to 
ethanol for use as a fuel 
extender and includes a 
50,000 acre cattle ranch 
running 15,000 head of cattle. 
It employs 2,500 people and 
supports a community of 
6 OOO people. Mr Dyer has 
been active in the Institute of 
British Management and in 
various commercial 

organisations in Papua New 
Guinea. He Is expected lo 
take an even keener lnteres 
in the MGA. 

, t was good to see AMI 
president Jamie 

Ciarrocchi at the Dutch 
Mushroom Exhibition . Now r 
is married he was 
chaperoned by father, 
Charles Ciarrocchi ! They arE 
very pleased with the 
reorganisation of the AM I. A 
Jamie put it in an earlier 
edition of Mushroom News -
"The AMI has transformed 
itself into a truly national 
organisation , that will have a 
positive impact on the 
industry for years to come." 
We wish him and the 
American industry all 
success . 

We look forward to Jamie' 
North American conference 
San Ahtonio next February. 
Wi th a theme, "Pursuing 
Perfection ", it must be good. 

0 verheard at a 
mushroom 

discussion - "COSSH is a 
bobby's truncheon!" If we 
don't comply, growers may 
well feel the force of the law. 



SHROOMS 

ted faces department 
~ur hiccups connected with the move continue, 
~ nfortunately spreading over Into the Journal. 

The article last month on The Manager and 
~anagement Trainee, which has caused much 
nterest, was, of course written by Richard Neave of 
lnanagement Development Services. Although many 
•eaders recognised this, we should like to apologise 
to Richard for any emba~rassment. 

His organisation was established In 1986 to handle 
the- recruitment and training of htghly motivated 
young people tor a consortium of companies In 
agriculture and hortlcUlture to meet the changing 
i:temands occurring over the next decade and beyond. 
It was considered that broad training in managerial 
skills was required, which could not always be 
achieved within the resources of many businesses. 

MOS has a membership of 21 leading companies 
r(lncludlng two mushroom businesses) and has 
broaclened Its base Into amenity horticulture and food 
fprocesslhg. Ttie policy Is to continue expansion by 
bringing Into membership top quality businesses, 
hue widening the variety of secondments. As existing 

management teams can be complemented by MOS 
trainees during busy period, small and large 

!
organisations are able to benefit from membership. 

Our ap'ologles also go to Tony Davey, senior 
Training Adviser to the t.,iatlonal lhstltute of fresh 
produce for transposing his name with that of Richard 
Neave. His article on Recultlng and Retaining Staff tor 
the Future has also caused wide comment, In 
particular his assessment of 1he Investment value In 
staff. 

The National Institute has, of course done so much 
valuable work In the fresh produce Industry by raising 
standards and methods of operation. 

new Spawn 14 
Company is about 

be launched in the UK next 
Jnth. The Company 
ternational Mushrooms Ltd. 
Ian Irish owned Company 
th a Technology Acquisition 
ireement with America 's 
dest spawn producer L. F. 
1mbert. This co-operation 
lies the Company access to 
Wide range ot spawn 
•alns, and a vast reserve of 
perience in all aspects of 
shroorn production. Their 

' st popular strain 501 has 
eady taken a significant 

percentage of the Irish 
Market. Brown strains and a 
range of exotics can also be 
produced by the Company. 

F ram the speech of 
Danny Dempster, 

Executive Vice President of 
the Canadian Horticultural 
Council, to the AGM of the 
CMGA: "The dilemma we 
face as producers? On one 
hand we have perhaps the 
most stringent pesticide 
reg istration system in the 
world and can hide behind it 

r ropical display at IHR, Littlehampton this 
nonth. 
Uter two to three years of negotiation It now seems as 
hough the Institute and the AGC have reached 
greement to introduce the tropical Agarlcus strain on 
o the UK market. It was grown as an 'open day' 
llsplay at IHR Llttlehampton on JUNE 22 this year. 

when attacked by those who 
wish to criticise our use of 
pesticides. On the other hand, 
our producers cannot assess 
chemical technology available 
to producers In other 
countries, thus placing us at a 
competitive disadvantage." 

We can a ll identify with 
those sentiments. 

Other points from the 
CMGA annual meeting , held 
on 4 April: 

Congratulations to Pat Lord 
on his election as President 
for 1990. His report 
commented - "While the 
demand for mushrooms 
continues to increase, the 
price received for our produqE 
has remained at relatively t\ 
same level over the past fiv 
years and will likely remain t 
this level in the foreseeable 
future." (Substitute 10 years 
for 5, and he could have been 
speaking at our AGM!) 

Comment from Mr M. 
Snobelen, chairman of the 
research committee: " .. . our 
research efforts must look to 
the future because if we 
don 't, we won't have a 
future ." 

The meeting agreed to 
trials on CMGA members' 
farms, of the spawn strain, 
AG.95, to decide whether it 
has comrnercial value. Initial 
spawn multlplications will be 
done by Spawnline Inc. 

The CMGA promotion 
campaign for 1990, under 
Keith Potter's chairmanship, 
will concentrate on recipes to 
the consumer and the 
handling of mushrooms by 
both the consumer and the 
retailer. 

Some of our members think 
that a handling campaign 

Tunnel blocked 
Jim's blocker has 
arrived! Deliveries of 
spawned compost 
b'ocks from Tunnel Tech 
North will begin in early 
July. Phone 0302 719532. 

would not come amiss in the 
UK. 

n excellent video 
produced by 

FNCC, to promote the French 
processed mushroom 
industry has a copy in 
English. Who says that the 
French never stray from the 

other tongue! 

B ring back Monty 
Mushroom" , was 

the plea from the South West 
area meeting to the publicity 
committee. They believe that 
Monty is still our best weapon 
to attract younger diet
conscious consumers. 

L atest contributions to 
the Marketing and 

Promotion Video Fund are as 
follows: 
Blue Prince Mushrooms £100 
David Cover and Son Ltd£100 
J . Williams Group £100 
Dolphin Packaging 
Materials £1 ,000 

The launch of the British Society 
for Horticultural Research 
Mushroom growers now have a vital Interest In the 
newly launched British Society for Horticultural 
Research, for, through the Horticulture Development 
Council, the Industry will be paying part of the costs 
of research. At the-exhibition, when the Society was 
launched the work at Llttlehampton on wild and 
tropical species was being demonstrated. This Is an 
area for potential development, and from discussions 
with IHR staff It would seem that there could be more 
news In the not too distant future. 

A note has been prepared by the team at 
Littlehampton setting out some of the background to 
their work on novel mushroom strains. 
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Picking a winner 
You WolJ/cJn•t PIJt Your money on a three>lel:Ked horse, 

so why risk everything on also-rans? 

Pick Hauser and you'U be the first Past the PIJst With the most productive and reliable 

•trains •vailable, backed by the latest llTOWing technology 

- You can Pin Your shirt on it. 

E. Hauser (Eng/and) Ltd. 
Yax/ey, Peterborough PE1 3EJ 
Telephone 0733 240412 
Fax 0733 244518 

.. 



.mERS 
jor contribution from BSHR 
e Hayes Interview with Dr 
l/V (Joe) Hussey, OBE 
ushroom Journal, April 
90), was an interesting 
niniscence of Joe 's long 
d productive career. Dr 
1ssey mentioned that in the 
ven years since he retired, 
1 had had only minimal 
,ntact with the mushroom 
;Justry. From some of the 
1inions he expressed about 
e current work here at 
ttlehampton , I feel that he 
ay likewise be a li ttle out of 
uch with the present state of 
esearch and Development. 
ay I correct a few of the 
ain points? 

Dr Hussey suggested, from 
e IHR 1988 Annual Report, 
at we have only three 
ilncipal scientists, working 
, three projects concerning 
'Ushrooms. Our Annual 
~port covers a selection of 
ghlights and recent 
3velopments, but does not 
.tempt to cover every 
·oject. For an Institute which 
)Vers the whole range of 
·otected crops, fruit, 
~getables , ornamentals and 
1rm woodlands trees, this 
ould be prohibitively 
:<pensive; the information is 
vailable in other forms. We 
J have a large number of 
-ojects on mushroom 
ology, involving 12 principal 
\searchers plus their support 
•\aft. The Littlehampton 
, ushroom R&D group is one 
I the largest in the world, 
d certainly has 'critical 
ass '. 
Dr Hussey laments the 
issipation . . . of a cadre of 
~perience ' which had been 
\Jilt up in his day. It is 
3rtaln ly true that many 
eople who have made 
)ternatiorially recognised 
:intributions to mushroom 
&D have left. This has 
rgely been due to retirement 
even mushroom 
~searchers grow old -
' though cuts in funding have 

dly caused a few 
dundancies in the past. But 
would be unfair to the 

present team to ignore the 
vigorous new blood that has 
been brought in, the way that 
these younger people are 
applying the most up-to-date 
techniques in their research, 
and the willingness of 
everyone to respond to new 
chal lenges. The group has 
particularly active links with a 
number of universities and 
overseas research institutes, 
and a thriving c::ommunity of 
young postgraduate students. 

Flnaily, Dr Hussey notes 
the need for unification of the 
mushroom work of AFRC and 
ADAS. It is appropriate to 
mark how much has already 
been achieved. With the 
closure of the Lea Valley 
EHS, the ADAS mushroom 
scientists moved to 
Littlehampton one year ago. 
AFRC showed its 
commitment to a joint 
programme of research by 
providing capital funding for 
two controlled environment 
composting tunnels, largely 
for their work. The ADAS 
National Mushroom Specialist 
has been located at 
Li ttlehampton for many years. 
The most important parts of 
the integration which Joe calls 
for have already been 
achieved. Indeed, the 
scientific staff (and dare I say 
management) involved in 
mushroom R&D have served 
as pioneers for the wider 
changes to come In the 
unification of ADAS-EHS and 
IHR work in the new British 
Society for Horticultural 
Research . 

Much work is still required, 
so that the full benefits of this 
unification for R&D and for 
the horticultural industry can 
be achieved . But for the 
mushroom industry in 
particular, there should be no 
doubt that the integrated team 
at Littlehampton can provide 
relevant and broadly based 
R&D, and1hat given a mix of 
Government and levy funding, 
can continue to make a major 
contribution to the industry's 
well-being. 
R S S Fraser PhD DSc FI Hort 
Head of Station, BSHR Littlehampton 

Same old prejudice 
In all the time we have been 
concerned with mushrooms 
we 've refrained from 
responding to the Journal on 
the occasion of criticism of 
ou r organisation or 
colleagues . In this instance 
we 're forced to break our rule . 

We don 't intend to pick 
through it for the truths, the 
half-truths and the sheer 
naked prejudice, a 
euphemism for something 
much blunter. Let us just 
quote you one piece and ask 
tor a simple question. 

"To an Impartial (Is this 
humorous piece?) 
commentator the position at 
present seems simple. 

The time has come, surely, 
to put all historical bitterness 
and acrimony on one side 
and devote all energy 
possible to the application of 
the HOG levy in the best 
possible way" . 

We would add , incidentally, 
and the considerably larger 
MAFF (not MoA) funds. 

The simple question is why, 
if you rea lly are trying to en list 
industry support and 
entl1usiasrn, not to mention 
that of the R & D workers, 
preface such a laudable aim 
with all the same old 
bitterness, acrimony and 
prejudice. 

If this is going to be the 
level of he New Mushroom 
Journal, the official journal of 
the MGA, then we don't really 
think we wish to read it. 
RH. Gaze National Mushroom Specialist 
T.J. Elliott Commodity Co-ordinator for 
Mushrooms, IHR (L). 

We must reduce supply 
With reference to the 
problems of over-loading 
mushrooms at wholesale 
markets, particu larly 
Gateshead wh ich is our local 
market. 

The main culprit is 
obviously the Irish growers 
who seem to have no idea 
that their presence can create 
such a wide variance in price. 
Vast over-production has 
resulted in supply greatly 

·outstripping demand, hence 
ridiculously low prices. Prices 
which can range from 30p to 
£1 per pound, depending on 
the amount of mushrooms 
which are 'dumped' on the 
market. At the moment our 
average wholesale price Is 
40p to 45p per pound. Ten 
years ago It was 70p to 80p 
per pound simply because 
supply was less than 
demand. 

The answer to this crazy 
situation is at least to stop 
any expansion of the 
mushroom industry to allow 
demand to catch up with 
supply. This will take some 
time considering the amount 
of over-production involved.' 
Better still, immediate 
decrease in production, which 
would get us all back to a 
profit-making situation in a 
matter of weeks. 

We all have heavy and light 
days of cropping regardless 
of the size of our farms, but 
sensible rationing would 
create a more stable price 
which would benefit us all. 

Imagine doing half of the 
work, and spending half of the 
money involved on 
production, whilst Increasing 
one 's returns per pound. Who 
in their right mihd would say 
no to such a proposition. 
Unless we can all act sensibly 
when it comes to marketing, 
we shall never realise a fair 
price for our product. 

Maybe It would be use'fu l to 
raise some of these issues 
with the marketing committee 
at your next meeting . 
Michael W Turner 
A K Turner & Sons, Stannington, Morpeth, 
Northumberland 

Congratulations 
Let me congratulate you on 
the revised format for The 
Mushroom Journal. The · 
magazine is now more 
readable and has a much 
greater visual impact. As you 
siw. It must help in improving 
communications within the 
industry. 
B. J. Dyer 
Managing Director, Middlebrook Mushrooms 
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'i'he Cotnplete 
Service 

Consult Monomech first. our 
expertise in engineering and our 
understanding of the mushroom 
industry, backed with years of . 
practical experience allows us to 
offer you the best solution. 

Our growing houses, which are 
renowned for their superiority, are 
well complemented by an extensive 
range of material handling 
equipment. 

Monomech is aware of the 
demands of the everyday operation 
of the mushroom farm, and will 
work closely with you to analyse and 
identify your needs. 

Our approach helps you to 
work more efficiently and profitably. 
For new growers we can offer a 
complete basic package which will 
grow with them. Existing growers 
will benefit from our expertise in 

mechanization, expansion and 
renovation of mushroom farms. 

~ 

mMONOMECH 
LIMITED 

ENGINEERS TO THE MUSHROOM INDUSTR'f 

Langthwaite Grange Industrial Estate 
South Kirkby West Yorkshire WF9 3AW England 
Telephone: 10977) 642985/643261 
Fax: 10977) 649515 



IRECTOR1S NOTES 
I 

e May Executive meeting was the first chaired by Gerry 
rker in his year of office. It proved to be long and 
allenging, for all recognised the Important issues facing 
r Industry. 
The M&P committee was asked to consider again the 
1ssibility of including all suppliers to the UK market in 
e publicity fund. With imports of processed mushrooms 
~reasing to 15,000 tonnes, or 9% of total mushrooms 
ailable In 1989, the committee will examlhe a campaign 
1lch may embrace all mushroom consumption. 
Important work by the Health & Safety Executive 
, dust and spore problems, will soon be ready for 
Jblication. The MGA has already .,een involved in 
scussions on the issues raised, for they have 
1plications for every mushroom grower in Europe. 
j\e Executive gave authority to use one of the ~op 
>ecialists in this field, to ensure that good advice 
available. 

larket problems 
a lengthy and inconclusive discussion on the way to 

ckle the problems of the market place and pricing, Ferd 
ensby pointed to the USA and the co-operation that 
<ists there between growers and wholesalers. Past 
1airman, Frank Stewart-Wood suggested that the MGA 
"IOU Id arrange an Industry meeting to assess what real 
1terest there is in any concerted action. In the past 20 
ears there has been much discussion, but no effective 
r.:tlon. 
The Australian workshop proposal - to set up a small 

1eeting In September to increase world wide 
:>llaboration on some aspects of research - received 
~pport. Geoff Ganney, who was present in Australia, 
:>mmented that it was a good workshop, and set the 
asis for scientists and growers to co-ordinate and work 
>gether on important projects. 

:ongratulations 
arlier in May I gained my first "Dutch Mushroom Days 
xperience" - reported on elsewhere. To attract such 

IARYDATES 

Ken James 

numbers from the world Industry and offer something of 
value for everybody, deserves congratulations from all of 
us. Of course it is geared to the cohesive Dutch industry, 
but to be part of a dynamic organisation for a day or two, 
Inspires serious thought by every individual who took 
part. Significantly there were over 400 East European 
visitors. 

During the visits, talk of new classrooms for the 
mushroom school, paying for laboratories from spawn 
royalties and work on added value mushrooms - as well 
as the very urgent compost work - added to the 
atmosphere of an lhdustry which is determined to face the 
1990's with confidence. 

28 May 1990 

f you would like your event featured free in this column please notify us as far ahead as possible 
~ MGA. 
une 26 - Marketing and Publicity Meeting 

uly 4 - Northern Farm Walk 

uly 11 - South West Area Meeting - Farm Walk 
1
uly 17 - South East 1 Area Meeting - Farm Walk 

,ugust 2 - Research and Development Meeting 

.ugust 27·September 1 - 23rd International Horticultural 
ongress, Firenze, Italy. 

,ugust 28·September 3 - Fourth International Mycological 
fongress, Regensburg, West Germany. 

eptember 4 - South East 2 Area Meeting 10.30am Bea
Jnsfield 

leptember 5 - Finance and General Purposes Committee 
leeting 

leptember 6 - Executive Meeting 10.30am Stamford 

eptember 1 0 - Pub Caterer Prizegiving 

f eptember 11-17 - Fifth International Congress of Mycol
gy and Eighth International Congress of Bacteriology, Osaka, 
:ipan. 

September 11 - East and West Midlands Area Meeting - to 
be confirmed 

September 27 - Education and Training meeting - venue 
Stoneleigh 

November 7-10 - UK Mushroom Growers Association 
Conference, Bournemouth, UK. 

November 21 - Finances and General Purposes Meeting 

November 22 - Executive Committee Meeting 

November 29 - Northern Area Meeting 

December 4 - SW Area Meeting 

December 11 - South East 1 Meeting 

1991 

February 17·21 - Ninth N American Mushroom Conference, 
San Antonio, Texas, USA. 

May 13·18 - Genetics and Breeding of Cultivated Mush
rooms, EindhovenNenlo, Holland. 

September 1 ·8 - Thirteenth International Mushroom Con
gress, Dublin , Ireland. 
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Environmental Control Specialists 
Air Conditioning - Liquid Chillers - Heat Pumps 

Air Handling Units - Dehumidifiers - Humidifiers 
Computerised Systems - C02 Control - Heat Recovery 

Exeway Air Conditioning 
Unit 3, 1161 Chester Road, Erdington, Birmingham B24 OQY ~ 

Telephone: 021-377 6550 Fax: 021-377 6403 ~ 
world leader in air COJldltlonlng 

and heating technology 



, UTCH EXHIBITION 

s trade exhibition is held very two 
:irs at CVV auction, and is the major 
3 for suppliers of machinery and other 
iducts to the mushroom industry in Eu
ie . There were 101 trade stands; new 
velopments are discussed under the 
owing headings. 

achinery 
e main new developments were an 
tomatic mushroom picker for trays , 
m Traymaster, and a mushroom con
yor tor picking by hand on the shelf 
stem from J . Kuhlmann (Germany). 
1e Traymaster automatic picker relied 

trays being taken from the growing 
•use wtth an automatic forklift and 
1ssed through a machine which could 
:!eel and pick individual mushrooms. 
le machine is claimed to be capable of 
; king up to 150 kg mushrooms per 
1ur, suitable ·for the fresh market. A 
fao of the system in operation lndi-
1ted a slower operating speed. 
The picking conveyor for the shelf sys
rn consisted of a chain of plastic cups, 
ich capable of holding an Individual 
,ushroom. Three different sizes and coi 
ns of unit are available in the chain for 
.fferent grades of mushroom. The con
~yor is attached to the sides of the 
'ielves, where it can be raised and low· 
ed. On It mushrooms could be taken 
Jm the growing house to the packing 
,1ed . 
!The firm lnbar from Israel had devel
ped a new growing tray made of fibre 
ass, claimed t0 have a longer life and 
sier to clean than wooden trays. Cost 

id durability would be important in 
3termining its viability. 

1,helves and Shelf 
lquipment 

elves and the machinery for th is sys-

~
m was on display from a number o·f 
tch manufacturers, notably Thilot, 
rl stiaens, Kepser, Muncko, Madexa-

!
o and Alcoa. A new shelf grating was 
vertised by Thielco. The new grating 
s a 40 mm ajr gap in the grating and a 

:astic cloth on the underside which is 
p.imed to improve insulation and tem
~rature control. 

omputer Control Systems 
ght Dutch computer systems were on 
splay at the exhibition. All were capable 
controlling the environment, i.e. venti

tion , temperature, relative humidity, 
2 & 0 2, from pasteurization through to 

opping. Cost and servicing would be 
ajar factors in selecting a system in the 
K. 
A new product for smaller farms was 
e Sohm 'baby ' computer. The system 
nsists of Individual control boxes In 

:ich growing shed, connected to a cen
ai information system. The system is 
~pable only of controll ing air temper
·:ure and relative humidity. 

The Dutch Exhibition 
at Grubbenvorst 
Richard Gaze, ADAS National Mushroom specialist, reports:-

MCA Chairman, Gerry Parker, wife Pam and Martin Dewhurst, wonder if Pfeurotus has any place in their mushroom future. 

Executive member, Dennis Watkins, busy with the Somycel 
brochure on their stand. 

Ammonia Scrubbers 
A new development fs the ammonia 
scrubber for use on pasteurization tun
nels, to remove ammonia which normal ly 
escapes to the atmosphere. The air from 
the tunnel is passed through a tank con
taining sulphuric acid. This eventually 
forms a solution of ammonium s.ulphate 
which can be used In the preparation of 
raw compost. "[be .q.ulpmenUs.J.>eing 
manufactured by Dofra. 

American Mushroom Institute president, Jamie Ciarrocchi and his 
father, pause for a picture, during their visit to the Experimental 
Station's exhibit. 

Compost Additives and 
Supplements 
A number of newer supplements were on 
display. Calliope S.A. were advertising 
Compostzyme, an additive for use with 
the raw compost ingredients, and Calpto
zyme, a supplemen t tor use al spawning 
and al casing. Compostzyme is a mixture 
ot ce llulolytlo and hemicellulolytlc 
enzymes and Calprozyme is a mixture of 
proteins, amino acids and enzymes. The 
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Mr J W M Backus, demonstrates the use of the knowledge-based 
support system for growers, developed al the Experiemental 
Station. In comblq~tion with LasorVlslon, tultivation probifms 
posed by growers are stored on software. Crowers can call up 
Information on a us&r·hiendly system, wiU1 a combination of 
images, video, or textual information. 

precise ingredients were not disclosed. 
The supplement Champlus, marketed 

by Cebeson, Is based on hydrolysed 
feathermeal (see Technical Topics, page 
217). The controlled hydrolysis is 

Visit to Mushroom Experimental 
Station, Horst 

cla imed to produce better results than Lancashire growers, John Abram (James Rothwell) and George Foreshaw seem to approve of the crop in one of the larger experimental 
previous feathermeal supplements. trays. 

Casing Materials 
Formerly, most casing in the Netherlands 
was supplied by the CNC and Euroveen. 
Other independent suppliers are now 
also productng ready mixed casing : lnter
terra, Nooyen and Sterckx (Belg ium). 
The basic ingredients are 'black' and 
'white ' peats with sugar beet lime or Car
bochalk (sugar beet lime with more sugar 
extracted). High water holding capacity 
appears to be a high priority. 

Pest and Disease Control 
Few products were on display. The only 
chemical being advertised which was not 
approved for mushrooms use in the UK 
was Topsin (Thiophanate-Methyl). The 
manufacturers, Duphen claim that this 
material giv.es control of Verfjcfl/lum, Tri
choderma and Cobweb disease, but no 
data was presented. 
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Above: The Farmers Automatic stand of Josef Kuhlmann, West Germany, was a centre of interest. The continuous belt at the side of th 
shell, with three sized cups, transport bandpicked mushrooms to the automa!ic stem cutting mechanism. Klaus Terstegge, their general 
manager, considered that the system can reduce picking costs by up to 60%. 

Left: Barry Woodcok and Tony Russell alongside the Traymaster video demonstration of tbeir'automatic picking machine at the show. 



Above: Dennis Watl<ins and Douglas MHler taking a tour of the 
laboratories very seriously. 

Left: The mini bulks, which old four compost bins, needed close 
inspection by Ceiran Highes and Colin Sturgeon (Chesswood). 

'he experimental station is 50 °/o govern· 
, ent and 50% growerfunded, with grow
rs ' contributions being based on bed 
rea. With the exception of Indoor Gom
pstlng facilities, the experimental station 
ad not expanded in recent years. Pro
uction facilities consisted of 8 small and 

8 large growing rooms, of which only one 
was suitable for full mechanisation 
including mechanical harvesting. 

environment conditions, without a con· 
ventional phase I. It is claimed that the 
phase I windrow stage of compost pro· 
duction results in 80% of the odour prob
lem. Facilities for producing controlled 
environment compost consisted of a 
larger bulk tunnel into which four smaller 
containers for compost cou ld be fitted. 
Each of the containers could contain dif
ferent compost treatments. A possible 
problem with this arrangement would be 
the effect of one compost treatment on 

Compost (J. Gerrits) 
The main area of work was the produc
tion of indoor compost under controlled 

IF YOU DEMAND TOP 
YIELD AND TOP QUALITY 

MUSHROOM CONSUL TING 
J HUVSBV 

I WE CAN HELP 
YOU ACHIEVE IT. 

You can only get the highest 
yield of top quality mushrooms 
by having complete control over 
your composting and growing. 

J~• 

Hensby Composts Lid. 
The Heath, Woodhurst, 

Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 3BS 
Telephone: 

Ramsey (0487) 840375 

We will give your managers or growers 
an adequate individual training. 

THEORETICAL: in our own training centre. 

PRACTICAL: on the best mushroom farms in 
Holland. 

Dial or write for information: 

Mushroom Consulting J. Huys B.V., 
-Genenberg 5, 5872 AL Broekhuizen. 

-P.O Box 6144, 5960 AA Horst. 

Tel (31) 47631748 
Fax (31) 4763 2504 
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LE LION 

MUSHROOM SPAWN 

GROWN AND MARKETED IN THE SAME RIGID FILTERED PLASTIC 
CONTAINER FOR CONSISTENT AND RELIABLE YIELDS 

* Full technical backup service at any time. 

* Strains designed to produce high quality mushrooms 
to compete in the modern day market place. 

X1 
Exceptionally good quality 
strain which produces large 
dense mushrooms over 3-4 
flushes. Excellent keeping 
quality, even at room temp. 

X20 
One of the newer hybrid 
strains on the market, 
which produces a 
combination of superb 
quality and yield. This strain 
also has a good keeping quality. 

X13 
Easy growing hybrid strai 
for quality mushrooms. 
A good cropper, especial! 
over an extended period. 

* Constant evaluation and research to ensure 
consistency of high quality and yielding potential 
of strains. 

* Guaranteed 24 hour delivery anywhere; in sturdy 
cardboard packaging. Refrigerated transport 
service now available in many areas. 

l.P.P. LIMITED 
P.O. BOX 4, WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE. 

OFFICE: (0625) 860011 TELEX: 669581 

FAX: (0625) 860039 



A totally new range of air conditioning systems for mushroom farms enabling all growers to 
control the primary growing parameters simply and cost-effectively. 

* Simple controls permit grower to decide 
which parameters he/she wishes to control. 

* System will maintain set-points automati
cally. These can be manually overridden or 
turned off. 

* Digital display an d bar graphs will show 
present hous , conditions, set-points and 
current status of system. 

* C02 control can be incorporated, 
if required. 

NT ACT: I.P.P. LTD, P.O. Box 4, Wilmslow, Cheshire. 

SUPPLIERS OF: 

* Le Lion Mushroom Spawn. 
* Prophyl Disinfectant. 
* Air Conditioning and Mixer Boxes. 

Tel: (0625) 860011. 

* Fans and Speed Controls, Filters, Thermostats and Solenoid valves. 
* C02 Monitoring and Control Systems. * Custom made Polythene Ducting . * Sundries: · 

Draeger equipment and tubes. 
Thermometers, Hygrometers and PH Meters. 
Picking Knives. 
Fogging Machines. 
Splash-proof Fluorescent Fittings. 

l.P.P. LIMITED 
P.O. BOX 4, WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE. 

OFFICE: (0625) 860011 TELEX: 669581 
FAX: (0625) 860039 



DUTCH EXHIBITION 

the other treatments in the tunnel , e.g. 
evolution of ammonia, effect on airflow 
through the treatments. Current work is 
examining different moisture contents in 
the compost. The compost appeared to 
be a mixture of chopped straw, chicken 
manure and molasses. 

Mushroom Strains, 
Alternative Fungi 
(G. Fritsche) 
No further work on the cultivation of alter
native fungi ls planned, although work on 
Lentinus (Shli-take), Pleurotus (Oyster 
mushroom), and Cantharellus (Chante
re lle) has been conducted. Work on 
stra in selection of Agaricus species (bis
porus and arvensis) is continuing. 
Microbiology (G . Straatsma) 
The role of therrnophilic fungi in produc
ing compost which is selective to Agari
cus has been studied. Using growth 
tubes, it had been found that mushroom 
mycelium more readily colonizes com
post which has thermophilic fungi pre
sent. 

The use of electrophoresis for spawn 
strain identification and virus detection is 
being studied. 

Pest and Disease Control 
The main areas of work are the control of 
mushroom flies with parasitic nematodes 
and the control of bacterial blotch with 
antagonistic bacteria. 

Environment 
In conjunction with the Institute of Agri
cu ltural Engineering, the relationship be
tween C01 production in the growing 
room and the production of mushrooms 
is being studied. 

CNC Compost Centre 
Milsbeek 
The CNC told us that they provide com
post to more than 80% of the Dutch 
mushroom growers. About 12,500 
tonnes of compost are produced each 
week, of which half ls raw phase I and 
half spawned phase II. A major problem 
with the current site is pollution; about 
1 OOO tonnes of ammonia are discharged 
into the atmosphere each year. The CNC 
has been under pressure from the Dutch 
government to reduce pollution before 
1994. The CNC is therefore investing In a 
new site near Rotterdam, where compost 
wi ll be produced indoors. It Is planned to 
f)roduce compost using the conventional 
method; ammonia and other gaseous 
pollutants wll l be removed by filtration 
and scrubbers. It Is planned to build 160 
pasteurization tunnels on the· new site. 
On the site there appeared to be no new 
investments in recent years, although the 
quantity of compost produced had risen 
from 10,000 tonnes/week in 1986. To 
make up grower requirements CNC buy 
in, especially from Belgium. 
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Colin Sturgeon, project 
engineering manager at 
Chesswood, reports ... 

Quality 
best so far 
I would suggest that anyone using the 
Dover ferries should allow themselves 
both time and patience to sort out rea
sonable parking facilities and not arrive in 
Dover as I did with only minutes to 
embark and a car with no home. Howev
er, after a frantic search I managed to get 
some 'heavily financed' parking faci lities 
and got onto the jet foil with about three 
minutes to spare. 

The journey from then on was fast , 
smooth and relaxing and the conversa
tions on the coach were most stimulating 
and interesting particu larly Ken James' 
futuristic ideas for the MGA. 

On arrival at our destination there was 
ample time to shower and change before 
meeting many old friends at dinner where 
the main topic of conversation was the in
dustry in general and in particular the 
lack of finance available for investment in 
the UK. 

Thursday morning saw a bright and 
early start at the exhibition centre and I 
was very encouraged to see that the 
major suppliers of the Dutch environmen
tal control systems have come up with 
one that now covers all growlhg requ ire
ments and is probably as sophisticated 
as it needs to be. We must all tetnember 
the people who have got to operate these 
systems and to bear in mind that man is 
the controller of the system and not vice 
versa. Out of the several beihg exhibited 
there were two or three that were partic
ularly outstanding and appeared to meet 
all requirements . 

Moving on to the equipment the quality 
of the filling and emptying machinery has 
improved, as my feelings have been in 
the past - wi1h the exception of maybe 
one or two suppliers - that imported 
machinery from Holland has been under
engineered and the Dutch suppliers have 
not fu lly understood the requirements of 
UK growers. We do not have the toler
ance in our programmes that the Dutch 
programmes allow for and there was a 

need to improve quality for the UK m< 
ket. 

A great deal of interest was shown 
the new picking system exhibited by 01 

of the companies. The concept of tl 
system f"rom what was shown on a vid1 
was very interesting but my feeli ngs a 
similar to those of my colleagues, th 
this machine has still got a long way to! 
before it Is ready for launch in the mark 
place. More detail is required and mar 
questions remain unanswered. 

A battery-operated picking platfor 
that travels not only up and dowh It 
shelves but also along the picking are 
was on show. There was provision on tt 
platforms for both tray and punnet pac 
aging to be situated for ease of access t 
the picker. 

This seems to be a good idea that me: 
be worth pursuing. 

I thought that the quality of the sho~ 
with the obvious increase in exhibitor 
was the best so far. 

At the evening meal with the trade e; 
hibitors and visitors all present the obv 
ous theme to the conversations was th 
exhibition itself. 

We were off to a good start on day lw 
and the planned visit to the experiment; 
centre was very interesting and still 
very popular part of the tour. The fol lo~ 
ing week was the Mushroom Growen 
course and this we learned was booke 
to capacity. 

One interesting feature was the trial 
with plastic 'paper' between the net an 
compost to contain moisture and the a~ 
parent good results that were recorded. 

At the laboratories it was interesting t 
see that there has been a lot of inves 
ment in this area. 

On arrival at the CNC we were give 
lunch prior to our tour of the cornpoi 
preparation area. In my opinion nothin 
had altered over the past six yean 
There have been no major changes a 
1hough we understood that they wer 
hoping to put the whole operation unde 
cover but were having problems in ge 
ting building permission . It appears th< 
the same government authority thi 
demanded they meet the clean air a< 
some two years ago, is the same bod 
which gives planning permission. Th 
reason for putting the compost area ur 
der cover was part of the exercise t 
meet this act and therefore the whol 
thing appears to have ground to a halt. 

Summarising , I feel that after havin · 
been on these tours several times, it i 
noticeable that the advanced ideas th 
Dutch had a few years ago have no1 
become commonplace in the UK an 
there is now very little difference betwee 
Dutch and UK technology. 

In general they had nothing new t 
show but had improved on old systems. 



eoff Ganney's 

lst May single unified organisation for being invested into research used machine the market is 

Arrived home from a round horticultural research . A convinced me that their · flat, there is no demand, 

the world trip via the thought suggested by the investment in this field would models have changed, 

Australian AGMA/ISMS M.G.A. for mushroom also pay dividends. Just systems are improved and 

workshop on Agaricus research over 20 years ago! consider two of their listed you might as well give it away 

Compost and finding it none The look on the faces of projects:- "Investigation into .... ? Reminds me of the 

too easy to get back into the those in power at that time Water Relationships in Catfield flow line that reached 

work routine. Read through · was one of absolute casing and compost the dizzy heights of £1,000 in 

the re-launched Journal which incredibility by both the materials for the Auction and subsequently 

being so different made one opposing sides. A.R.C. and improvement of commercial took six men two weeks to cut 

give. It a "doubletake" but M.A.F.F. Maybe things ARE quality and yield." it up and many lorry loads to 

generally felt pleased with the changing, hopefully not too "Analysis of Biochemical remove it!! Must have been 

Impact. No doubt others may late. and Microbiological factors well built or rather rebuilt. 

or may not give it a "double Contributing to the 

take" and surely John Bloom 6th May Nutritional Value of nth May 
and Ken James will receive a It is estimated that livestock Environmentally Controlled Jim and Guy back from the 
verdict. Extremely gratifying farming in England and Wales Compost in Mushroom Dutch trip with many ideas for 
to find a new flush of produces 200 million tonnes Production." There are future mushrooming and as 

~· journalists appearing and of animal excreta and 36 several more and their 1989 Jim said of the exhibition it is 
Miles Middlebrook's games million tonnes of liquor fro.m budget is around £100,000 now a "world wide arena." 
master's tale holds out much silage. There are over 100 from an industry producing 20 Thoughts on trimming and 
promise for his future different chemicals including million kg. a year. Good luck picking machines conjured up 
reviews!! pesticides, fertilizers, oil and my friends! elaborate changes in 

2nd May 
veterinary products, regularly 

8th May 
biological aspects of 

in use and stored on farms. production and necessary 

Decided to reduce the The N.R.A. (National River New pesticide code of customer requirement 

compost density at spawning Authority) report in 1987 19% practice (H.M.S.O. at a cost modification. "You wouldn't 

by 10% for the summer of total pollutions were from of £5) introduced by the let anyone loose with a 

months now having farms while 37% were M.A.F.F. which again makes "cheque book" was Jim's 

reflections as if it was right to industrial. Prosecutions me think about "Biological final thought on what sounded 

' do so. Debated this topic over totalled 337 of which 29% Control " system, possibly an a rewarding trip. 

many years, is it is better to were industrial and 67% ideal first subject for an 

reduce compost density or agricultural. Very strange International Co-operation llth May 
keep it the same and come balance of figures ... .. ... project. 

down from 5 trays high to 4 Noted that the National A Sunday overview revealed 

high? Never really have come Westminster Bank 's Venture 9th May the very usual creeping 

to a conclusion. The same as, Cash Initiative award that one complacency syndrome 

is it better to supplement at recipient, Greg Bramford Considering the heat pumps with potential time bombs 

the same compost density or was awarded for researching we use on the Marigold Farm revealed around every single 

to reduce density and into Shiitake Mushrooms. and how the economics corner. Monday should prove 

supplement? Basically it Could it be another measure up with today's to be a "lifting experience!!" 
conference or journal paper? energy charges? Yet another 

probably comes back to the calculation to be made. The 
equipment you have or can 

7th May way we control them with 
14th May 

afford and the quality of . timers these days and the Analysis results revealing 
mushroom you require. Reflecting on discussions with relationship of greatly high pH at spawning up to 7.8 

3rd May 
A.M.G.A. General Manager reduced air movement for the which we never normally see. 
(used to call him secretary!) off white hybids strains the Ammonia levels .40 to .52 at 

Watering tree nozzles have John Miller at the figures should be, hopefully filling but down to .01 at 

gradually come out of organ isation 's own office in reasonable. But again spawning with nose (a good 

alignment and the holes have Windsor, which apparently is comparisons are not easy to pifter!) detectable levels 

increased in size due to an ex-church and greatly make in relation to direct clearing 48 hours after 

regular acid cleaning assists in working miracles in quality of buildings, compost pasteurisation. Variable 

I treatments. Having preached the publicity world. Every energy and harvesting chicken analysis is becoming 

I many times before about the Australian publication I picked methods. Put 30 pickers in a more of a problem, with 

need to have a proper testing up seemed to have room and the "zoom" factor Nitrogen levels of 4.5 - 7.2 in 

"jig" to monitor the spread photographs of mushrooms in suddenly leaps uncontrollably the same day's deliveries. We 

and flow of water, it was long some shape or form so the forward . Clive Taylor's article have not been able to mix 

overdue that we made one. doubling of consumption in in the May Journal gives a loads as previously planned. 

Like, all things in mushroom under 1 O years is good update on systemology Why can't we mix them? Due 

growing "critical analysis understandably reflective of and our experience in to problems of getting regu lar 

systems" are essential to the association's activities in producing a quality product , timed deliveries. The 

gain complete repeatability. publicity. With a strong when this system is learnt, essence of good compost 
market place it appears has been remarkably making has to start with 

4th May money has been well consistent. Maybe I shouldn't material quality control. In a 
invested . But John's have said that! way that bears out a passing 

MAFF press notice explanations of grower's comment by Pat Walsh at the 
ar:mounces the formation of money, in conjunction with lOth May 

A.DAS. Harrogate 
B.S.H.R. (British Society for Horticultural Research ahd conference context of in the 
Horticulture Research) a Development Corporation, Why is it when trading in a future composting needing to 
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be done in not less than repetitive guaranteed high think to question if industrial Busy Executive meeting in 
weekly 500 ton units in order level results." Our only growers would be able to emit London wi th what seems to 
to achieve economic guarantee seems to be more ammonia via the phase II be an ever increasing variety 
production and homogeneity. accidents . ... rooms?" of items to discuss and 
Being able to economically "Certainly the course was sometimes you question whc 
justify modern mixing and 17th May very comprehensive and is the modern role of the 
blending equipment is part of Pinning first breaks has for came over in a more M.G.A.? But there you go, a 
the total finance package some reason been getting "punchy" fast flowing way European scene of an over 
based on unit size. Another more difficult and we have than when I attended some supplied product with the 
kind of philosophy for the had to resort to the use of years ago. Maybe with more need for total sales business 
future modern grower to have secondary fans. This is fine experience it was easier to bias. Having read my copy o· 
to consider in the event of a but the danger of going the follow the discussion ." Mushroom Magic- the broke 
total Environmentally Friendly other way and overpinning, "Mushroom quality was spell , a report on the U.K. 
Production System. particularly if too dry, is a similar to ours but it was industry by Laurence Gould 

balancing act. But as the noticeable how heavy each Consultants Ltd I am 
15th May mycelium seems to be in a mushroom was and maybe definitely going into coconut 

"Straw Disposal After Big vegetative state for some that is to do with casing, production! 
moisture levels or strains. Ban" presented by Stephen days after venting and the pin 
Certainly it will be worth trying 25th May Scholar from the East of format ion is spasmodic we to increase the amount of England Agricultural Society have to seek other options. I 
water in our casing layer." Lack of flies on any farm 

indicated mushroom growing suppose air conditioning 
"It was most noticeable in makes me ask the question , 

accounted for 300,000 tonnes would be helpful as opposed 
the growing sheds how still "Is the meagre control 

of baled straw from an to pulleys, flaps and method we use that good, or 
estimated 5 million tonnes strings! the air was. Unlike the gales are we just, "Killing Dead 
U.K. total. Suggestions for we have through our tray Indians." Recalling Jim 
natural biological breakdown 18th May system. Perhaps we should Sinden's thoughts on the 
by ploughing and mechanical look into modifying our air 

latter we decided to eliminate 
working will result in Considering the June pay system?" all fly control procedures. Yei award makes for dismal "Well it has made me think necessary changes in the reading in relation to all the about the skills required to that didn 't take long as we 
biology of wheat production . other cost increases. There is grow good crops and the only had one ... 
Changes with any inferior ever increasing demand (at a need to be an anticipator!" cropping system may affect cost) for improved quality Now Louise can we expect 27th May 
straw quality. Such produce and falling prices. more mushrooms ... ? Noted some pre-first flush implications from production Decided to go to the pub! mushroom coming up methods and chemical usage 

22nd May "Blonde. " In an "off-white" are yet unknown. His 20th May hybrid flush but definitely comments on straw baling are Problems once again with the "French Blonde" mushrooms well summarised in this Continuing drought has availability of "Casing Mixed spawn? Strain paragraph. certainly stunted the local Supplement Pellets" which I throwback? Just mushroom? "The straw baling season is wheat growth and we can suppose is only symptomatic But you are the only grower limited by the 20 per cent look out for some hard waxy of more being used in the who has reported such an maximum moisture content of straw for the next compost European Industry and those occurence. the bale, a big Hession baler season. Well maybe it won 't "closest" getting "mostest" . 
may need to bale nearly be so strange? Good job it is not a case of Spring Bank Holiday 3,000 tonnes a season to supplying the multiples!! 
cover its costs . If straw is to 2lst May Oh for that picking machine. 
find new markets, price is Louise, our grower from 23rd May only one of the considerations 29th May customers will make. Quality 

Marigold arrived back from Press reports from the 
will be fundamental - this 

the Dutch Course and I asked Chelsea Flower Show Principles of management 
may mean undercover 

her what major impressions indicate that confidence discussion in harvesting 
storage. For the straw 

she had gained? Perhaps an abounds that coconut husks mushrooms are sometimes 
merchant, the acreage of 

unfair question but some are an acceptable alternative either not understood, or 
straw available, yield of crop, 

replies were different to those to peat which coupled with forgotten or never learnt. No 
type of combine, condition of 

I had imagined. human sewage, composted doubt each company has its 
swath , tramline depth, 

"Compost availability straw both giving good results own procedures, as do we. 
1 

stacksite and access will be 
seems to be restricted due to on pot plants ; so reports the But let there be no 1 

important considerations. At 
government controls on Daily Telegraph Some local deviation to agreed 

worst contractors may have to 
expansion of the Co-operative councils have planned principles lest no one 

be paid 'to remove straw from 
yard and the future need to voluntary bans on peat usage knows where they be. 

fields come 1990? 
produce environmentally for landscaping, mulching and 
clean compost. No, we did park work in favour of what 30th May not see or gather information 

16th May on the new enclosed system." 
they call plentiful supplies of 

Do casing wetting agents do. bark and mushroom compost. 
Considering how it can be a "Yes growers seemed keen Is this a marketing what is claimed and do they 
fact that so many accidents to want to speed up their opportunity? Will the have any untoward effect on 
of one type or another throughput of crops by using mushroom industry decimate mushrooms? No doubt ' 
happen around a small phase Ill product which will no the world's coconut numerous conventionally 
mushroom business? doubt be available when plantations .... controlled trials will have bee 
Quote from a paper at the environmentally clean undertaken by the relative 
workshop, "world compost is available through 24th May 

bodies and will be well 
competition today requires the Co-operative. No, I didn't supported by M.A.F.F. trial 
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or over twenty years Hensby Phase I has been 
grabb J, qu ezed, twisted and sniffed. 

By growers like you. 

And we appreciate it. 

Because each time you do this we learn 
from your judgement. 

We act on what you say, and then pass it on. 

In Hensby Phase I compost. 

P rfe ted, working hand in hand with 
growe rs, Phase I is consistently depen iable. 

Every fistful rich in prime East Anglian 
wheatstraw and best quality stable manure. 

Every load delivered promptly where and 
when you want it. 

We'll even chance our arm and say that 
Hensby is the most reliable mushroom 
compost you'll find. 

So when you next get hold of a handful 
of our Phase I compost, we'll be listening 
carefully. 

And you'll be benefiting from lots of 
experience. . 

Hensby Composts 
Nature and science working together. 

I knshy Comrl\sts LimitL·d 
The I kath Wumlhurst I luntin~d"n c~1 mhs PE 17 JRS 

Teleph< me 048 7 H40 3 7 5/H404 I 4 



AGRICONTROLLER 

The mushroom controller leadlng you profitably through 
the nineties. 

As an Introduction, which other DOC or analogue control unit 
has: 

8 different PIO controllers, each with 
16 different adJustment posslbllltl~s 
16 analog Inputs for sensors with 
8 analog outputs for servo motors and 

12 digital Inputs with also 
12 digital outputs for switch purposes 

and comprises: 

6 main programmes which may 
be composed of 16 sub-programmes 
avallable from a standard programme 
llbrary 

and Is: 

freely programmable from week to 
week, from day to day, from hour 
to hour, even from minute to minute 

andwlll: 

maintain the growers requirements 
within the adjusted limits and activate 
alarms when necessary , 

and will be: 

Improved continuously, adapted to the Increasing 
wishes of the growers who have learnt to handle 
the AGAICONTAOLL!:R and have come to appreciate It 

therefore: 

the AG Al CONTROLLER Is now the solution for your 
mushroom nursery 

Reference list: 
Kuhn CH, Pleunls NL, Donkers NL, Hirsbrunner CH, 
Zurcher CH, Champl Service CH, Chesswood GB, 
Modern Mushrooms USA, Tunnel Tech GB, 
Franklin USA, Tongaat SA, Monterey USA, 
Spiegel A, Sohm A, Akita-ken J, Theewen NL. 
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AGRIMASTER 

The MASTER of AGRICONTAOLLER monitors the entire growth process 
for the growers convenience. 

Monitoring Is possible at more than one location using SLAVES. 
The master at the site, a slave In the office.a second at home. 

The number of AGRICONTROLLERS Is almost unltmlted. 

AGRIMASTER: 

e communicates with all AGRICONTROLLERS 

• acquires all relevant process data 

• stores data'ln Its 20MB memory 

• displays data graphically or numerically 

• records data on a floppy disc 

and has the capablllty to: 

• start and stop every AGRICONTROLLER at any time 

• read out every value of all eight PIO controllers 

• read out every sensor value, Including the 
average compost temperature 

• change all settings, not only the main parameters 
comprising the eight PIO controllers, but also 
the limits, alarms, times and outputs. 

e display the way In which each AGRICONTROLLER Is 
programmed, by generating sheets of activated 
sub programmes Indicating all relevant data 

• dlsplay graphics In a dynamic mode, which means 
that both scales will be automatically adapted 
to the parameter value to be displayed 

• print out a hard copy of all data wherever displayed 

AGRIMASTER saves a lot of time ..... and your money 

You shouldn't be without It any more ..... 

Postbus 515, 3100 AM Schiedam 
Tel: (31) 010 4154611 
Fax: (31) 010 4153290 

Sole Agents tor UK: 
Tunnel Systems Limited 
Tel: 0264 810032 
Fax: 0264 810900 



HARVESTING 
In this month's special feature we 
look at harvesting, one of the most 
vital operations on the farm. It is 
especially emphasised just now 
because of the launch of 
Traymaster's mechanical harvester 
which is certain to re-open the 
debate on this subject. The endless 
discussions on pickers, too, 
continually surface as we point out in 
our comment. We would stress once 
again that we welcome all types of 
comment on this - and any other -
subject. The more we enter the 
debate the more rational our thinking 
on important matters should become. 

Picking 24 
hours a 
day, seven 
days a 
week, 52 
weeks a 
year • • • 
by Barry Woodcock of 
T raymaster. 
A machine for au tomatic picking, trim
ming, grading, weighing, ch illing and 
packing of grade one mushrooms for the 
fresh market - able to operate up to 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week, 52 weeks a 
year - sounds like a mushroom grower's 
dream machine .... 

But TRAYMASTER have developed 
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1. corridor between growing cells 
2 . destockln9 unil 
3 aulomotic harvester 
4. lronsport mushrooms by conveyor lo packing area 
5. stocking unit 
6 . lransporl lo and from growing cells 

such a dream machin~. and have pat
ented it worldwide. 

Proven technology in the form of a 
computerised camera, has been com
bined with a newly developed picking 
head to give a precise and very fast (bu t 
gentle), individual mushroom picking 
system. 

The camera scans a bed of mush
rooms and accurately measures the di
ameter, shape, and colour of individual 
mushrooms, and their positions relative 
to an x-y axis. This information is pro
cessed by a computer to decide which 
mushrooms to pick and in what order -
by size, position or shape. 

This information is then passed to the 
individ ual mushroom picking heads, up 
to 12 of which can be controlled lrom one 
camera/computer system, to pick the 
mushrooms. 

The individual picker heads and the 
positional control systems, have been 
the subject of literally years of work and 
have now been refined to the point that 
the quality of the machine picked mush
room, is better than that by human hand. 

TRAYMASTER 
AGRISYSTEMS·~ 

Left to right, directors Tony Russell and Poter Sargeant look at 
drawing§ for the automatic picker with dtsign office super¥isor 
Stephen TI1011ness. 

After picking from the bed, the indivic 
ual mushroom is passed at high speed t 
the packing position without leaving th 
picking head. An adjustable height blad 
tr fms the stalk to the requested Ieng! 
and the mushroom is placed accurate! 



1 
the position required. This may be 

\pread evenly iri a basket or placed 
ixactly in a small pre-pack. 

The accuracy of the picking operation 
s simply applied to the packing oper-
1tion. 

At the packing position tl'le mushrooms 
.an be weighed automatically in baskets 
' r pre-packs and discharged by con
:eyor, or can be positioned individually 
m a special conveyor to pass th rough a 
1mall low energy "individual mushroom 

t
hlller" then packed and weighed . 
A picking rate of up to 1 OOOlb/hour 

rom a 12 head machlne is the present 
utput target. The computer programme 
llows the grower to specify the size or 
izes of mushrooms to be picked, s.talk 
ength required and how the mushroom 

t
il l be packed. 
The original object of the automatic 

'cker was to drastically reduce the num-
1er of pickers on a mushroom farm, and 
1his' it does. But a far greater advantage 
pas been realised as the machine has 
)een developed - the aollity to harvest 
nushrooms at their best quality and 

Geoff Wheeler (right) and Lee Russell put the final touches to 
the demonstration automatic mushroom picker. 

weight. Th is is made possible not just by 
24 hour picking, but by the total informa
tion available from the camera/computer 
combination . 

Combining the total concept of the 

Barry Woodcock, 
sales & marketing 
director of 
Traymaster, looks at 
the map of the 
world which plots 
his numerous 
travels. 

automatic picker with au tomatic guid· 
ance vehicles (eliminating fork-lifts and 
their drivers) and the new indoor com
posting system, could perhaps lead to 
mushroom growing becoming an indus· 
trial process taking place on any factory 
estate In arw large city! 

Currently the automatic mushroom 
picker Is being tested on a tray farm 
using a simple picking line concept, and it 
is expected- to be commercially available 
for tray farms late 1990 early 1991 . Plan
ning has taken place for a shelf farm ver
sion, involving some adaptation to the 
present shelf configuration and this 
machine is expected to be available in 
1991 . 

Dlstributorships and agency represen
tation worldwide are being concluded 
and interested parties and individual 
mushroom farms are being shortlisted. 

A breakthrough in mushroom growing 
is upon us! 

The Kinsealy semi-automatic 
mushroom harvester 
Part 1 
by Cathal MacCanna, 
Managing Director, 
Carbury Mushrooms. 

Introduction 
The cost of harvesting mushrooms by 
hand in Northern Europe varies from 
approximately 8p per lb (Ireland) to 16p 
(The Netherlands) - up to 25% of the 
grower 's selling price. The cost does not 
vary greatly between good quality high 
value mushrooms and low quality ones. 
Poor quality harvesting or failure to har-

vest in time adds a further cost as high 
priced product deteriorates to the lower 
grades. 

There is no automatic or semi-auto
matic harvesting system for quality fresh 
market mushrooms at present. All fresh 
market mush rooms are harvested by 
hand using teams of mainly female pick
ers. One of the most demanding tasks on 
a mushroom farm is to recruit, train, su
pervise and control the picking teams. 
The larger the fa rm the more difi icLll l it 
tends to be to have picking at the right 
costs and standards. 

The harvesting problem is particularly 
unsetlllng for the many capital and tech
nology rich companies which have 
invested in mushroom growing. These 
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BETAMYL 1000 
A delayed release nutrient 

added and through-mixed at spawning 

Better things happen with SpawnMate 

SpawnMate UK Limited, 
Yaxley, Peterborough PE? 3EJ. 

Tel: 0733 244514. Telex: 32263. Fax: 0733 244518. 

~ -~ 

~ WE ARE DELIGHTED TO INFORM YOU THAT 
~· . .KILIAN'S HIGH QUALITY MUSHROOM BASKETS 

·SB' ARE CONTINUING TO BE MANUFACTURED AT 4f ~' BADDOW PARK AND ARE STILL AT YOUR SERVICE 

Trading now under the name of:
Anne Kilian & Co Ltd 

Please contact Hilary who will be happy to help you 
!WP-~lftm~W ~~-



~RVEST/NG 

ght reasonably have hoped that a solu
n would be found by now. It is these 
mpanles in particular who support 
search and development on tl1e sub
;t of harvesting and who stand to galn 
Jst from a successful approach. One 
eh company, John Labatt Ltd., funded 
research team led by the author wh ich 
time lead to the development of \he 

nsealy Mushroom Harvester described 
this paper. 

ackground 
le mechanical harvesting of mush
oms non selectively does not present 
ajor problems in a modern mushroom 
'owing system. Simple vibrating knife or 
now-bar" type machines can rapidly 
imove mushrooms en mass off the 
opping surface. The bruising , Irregular 
Jtting and the necessity to allow the 
ushrooms to develop to an overmature 
age results in a product unfit for the 
3$h market. By harnessing this 
Jproach however, the Dutch mushroom 
dustry has developed a large compet
ve mushroom processing industry. 
For the fresh market, selective har
~stlng is required to ensure that mush-
1oms are harvested at the correct stage 
' size and maturity. Manual harvesting 

the only system at present which 
lows the selectivity required. Further-
1ore only manual harvesting allows 
1ushrooms to be pioked and graded 
ithout damage or deterioration. 
The basic objective of any harvesting 

rach lne for fresh market mushrooms 
1erefore must be to harvest mushrooms 
~lectively without damage. 

'roblems 
he nature of growth in a mushroom crop 
·esents many difficulties for mechanical 
arvesting on a selective basis. The main 

l'lilculties are: 
1. Cropping occurs in flushes which 

ave a 3-5 day duration. During the flush 
'lly a proportion of the mushrooms are 
; the proper stage of maturity for har-
3Sting at any one time. 
2. Within one cropping house or one 
~ction of a cropping house there can be 
!lriations in the stage of development of 
flush due to raw material or environ-

1ental variations. 
3. Even within a small area of cropping 

Urface irregular growth due to clumping 
other factors causes significant varia

Jns in the mushroom size and the 
:igree to which the mushroom stipe is 
clined from the perpendicu lar. This lat
.r factor can frustrate any attempts to 
:>e a horizontally orientated cutter. 

pp roaches 
I 
ew Developments - several techniques 
r d trends emerging over the past few 
:icades have eased some of the dlfficul-
3S facing the development of a selective 
arvester. These are : 
1. A substantial reduction in the 

amount of clumping by the use of such 
techniques as "spawned casing" or "ruf
fllng". It Is difficult to envisage any seleo
live harvester that cou ld cope wi th the 
extreme variation in size, maturity and 
orientation of mushrooms in clumps. 
With the new techniques clumping is 
much reduced in the first flush and vir· 
tually ellminated in subsequent flushes. 

2. A considerable improvement in the 
evenness of cropping due to consistent 
filling and casing operations by more so
phisticated equipment. Similarly more 
expensive use of ·full air conditioning 
combined with a better understanding of 
the factors involved in fruit body initiation 
has led to more even cropping. In gen
eral any technique which leads to more 
even and predictable cropping will facil
itate harvesting. 

Unfortunately, counterbalancing the. 
factors favouring the development of a 
selective harvester are developments at 
consumer level where presentation stan
dards of mushrooms are continually ris
ing. A substantial part of the modern 
market demands blemish free, size 
graded, well presented mushrooms to a 
level not likely to be achieved by a 
machine. 

Requirements for a 
harvesting machine 
A successful harvesting machine must: 

1. Select the mushrooms to be har
vested taking into consideration their size 
and stage of maturity. 

2. Remove the selected mushrooms 
without damage to themselves or to adja
cent mushrooms. 

3. Trim, grade, place and present the 
mushrooms in the appropriate market 
container. 

This is in fact the action of manual har
vesting. The eye identifies the mush· 
rooms to be picked, the picking and 
placement Is performed by the harves
ter's hands in coordination . 

Alternative Approaches 
Analysis of the al ternative approaches to 
mechanical harvesting of mushrooms for 
fresh market identifies three main 
approaches: 
1. Mass harvesting of precision grown 
crops 
In th is approach a simple cutting device 
severs the stipes of mushrooms which 
are grown to be at the same stage of size 
and maturity at the one time. A mush
room conveying device removes the se
vered mushrooms and places them 
gently in the market container. 

The mechanics of such a system are 
relatively easy to develop. The require
ment for precision grown mushrooms 
presents substantial difficu lties however. 
Even crops grown on the most modern 
well equippecl farms have substantial 
within crop variation of maturity rate . 
Only second flushes which are more 
even than any of the others approach the 
degree of evenness required. 

At the present time there is no indica
tion that new technology is on the way 
which will lead to even stands of individu
ally spaced mushrooms. Until this prob
lem is solved mass harvesting will remain 
non-selective and suitable only for har
vesting overmature mushrooms for pro
cessing. 
2. Selective harvesting using lmagis
ing and robotics 
Developments with computer technology 
have allowed rapid progress to be made 
in the field of imagislhg and robotics. 
Applying this technology, a camera act
ing as an eye can see the mushrooms; a 
computer acting as a brain converts the 
visual image into a form where It can be 
fitted into a set of instructions; a robot 
arm receives the instructions and carries 
them out by harvesting the mushroom 
and placing it in a container. 

This approach can be made to work 
easily tor individual mushrooms standing 
separately on a bed. The situation 
becomes much more complex under nor
mal flushing conditions. A simple camera 
cannot assess properly which mush
rooms are ready for picking when mush
rooms are dense and touching on a bed. 
Similarly It Is difficult to envisage how a 
picking arm can access the mushrooms 
for harvesting on a dense bed without 
damaging the surrounding ones. 

II Is llkely that the sophisticated imag
ing and robotics approach therefore de
pends on major developments in growing 
technology to give even individually 
standing mushrooms. While it is under
stood that considerable resources have 
gone into this approach in The Nether
lands, it is the author's view that a practi
cal machine will not emerge In this 
decade. 
3. A semi automatic approach 
A machine capable of being manually 
directed to harvest selectively may pre
sent the most practical approach to 
mechanical harvesting at the present 
time. This is the approach adopted in the 
development of the Klnsealy Mushroom 
Harvester. 

This harvester achieves its objectives 
by use of: 

1. A small cutting knife reciprocating 
rapidly which can be quickly and easily 
directed among the growing mushrooms 
to sever the stipes of those ready for har
vesting. 

2. A vacuum operated lifting and trans
fer device which gently removes the 
mushrooms simultaneously with the cut
ting of stipe. The same mechanism 
places the mushrooms on a conveyor. 

3. A conveyor supported by a central 
stand receives the mushrooms from the 
lifting and transfer device and delivers to 
a collection basket at the conveyor end. 

The harvester is shown diagrammati
cally in Figure 1. 

Part 2 of this paper will be published 
in the August issue of the Journal. 
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WI 
viron® 
Environ is a unique combination of powerful synthetic 
phenols and a biodegradable detergent which cleans, 
disinfects and deodorizes in a single operation. 

Environ kills fungi 0ncluding Verticillium and Mycogone), 
moulds, bacteria, viruses and nematodes and, at a dilution of 
1 :250 (0.4% solution), is very cost effective. 

Environ is a versatile product widely used in the mushroom 
industry for general hygienic purposes. 

Environ is the product of choice for tray 
dipping, disinfection of equipment, footbaths 
and for the removal of diseased, fruiting 

bodies. 
READ LABEL BEFORE YOU BUY -
USE PESTICIDES SAFELY. 

Further derails from @ 
Darmycel (U.K.) 
Station Road, Rustington, 
Uttlehampton, Sussex BN 16 3RF. 
Telephone: (0903) 775lll & 773789 

Active ingredlents:-
Sodium orthophenolphenoxide 11.3% 
Sodlum-o-benzyl-p-chlorophenoxide 9.3% 
Sodium p tertiaryamylphenoxide 2.3% 

Marketed by 

ENVIRON IS A TRADEMARK 



~RVESTING THE HA YES INTERVIEWS 
in Rothwell in conversation 
ith Fred Hayes discusses, 
nong other things, 
1echanical harvesting. 
3te 17th April, 1990. Location: Little 
311 Farm, Ormskirk, Lancashire. 

•ed There is an announcement of a 
iw development in the mechanical har-
1sting of mushrooms. This takes us 
1.ck to the early 1970s when much 
(citement was gererated when a proto
pe harvester was described at the 
ternational Congress In London. Since 
~n we have seen a limited application 
· machines in Holland adapted for use 
1 shelf beds but the mushrooms har
~sted are processed. How do you as a 
1ccessful and progressive tray gr0wer 
ew the prospect of mechanical harvest
g, bearing in mind that here In Britain, 
•. e demand is for fresh mushrooms? 

im I am sure it is technically possible to 
3.rvest mushrooms mechanically for the 
esh market even on tray farms. Today, 
ith all the technology that is avai lable 
[most anything Is possible, but at the 
d of the day It is the costs of mechani

?I harvesting compared with hand pick
ig which will decide Its relevance taking 
ito account the emphasis now being glv
n to quality and appearance. It may 
rove to be a viable option. Trays have 
n advantage because they are mobile 
nd offer the opportunity of using a per-
1anently placed machine or robot In one 
osltion, using several picking heads if 
ecessary to quickly harvest a growing 
ouse and give product volume in a short 
'Tle. To my way of thinking this is a more 
'ttractive proposition than having several 
pbotic machines being moved around 
.1e farm from house to house as I sus
ect, whatever the machine, it is likely to 
· e sensitive to movement over rough 
urfaces, dust, dirt and also the high 
umidities which we have in our growing 
ouses. 

red Are you suggesting that the picking 
1e and the so-called 'picking parlours ' 
•ill again emerge. As you will recall 
1ese were not entirely successful when 
1ey were tried on a few large farms 
ome 20 years ago? 

j1m Yes, and I recognise there were 
,roblems but I am sure that these can be 

· vercome. Engineering and technology 
ave advanced so much in the meantime 
'Cd we now ~ave much more control 

· er our cropping. 

· Ired I am really surprised that you see 
uch a future for picking lines. If we 

' ssume that we have the machine to 
Gccessfully harvest the mushrooms 

. hich are suitable for the fresh market 
· ,ow is it possible to overcome the risks of 

·sease transmission with all the tray 
.·. ovement that is required with a central

ed picking line? 

Jim Perhaps I am fortunate, but we do 
not seem to have a disease problem on 
this farm. We must not be complacent 
with disease, so we take steps to avoid 
the occurrence of disease and we only 
crop for three flushes. We fee l it is quite 
safe to extend cropping to four flushes 
before disease becomes a fr;iptor. We 
can comfortably achieve 4~1b ft on three 
flushes and probably 51b ft2 If we extend 
to four flushes. We are testing this as 
sometimes the quality of the 4th flush is 
not as good as the 2nd or 3rd flush. 

Fred You mention the control you now 
have over cropping. This is clearly as 
Important for hand picking as it will be for 
mechanical harvesting. 

Jim It is crucial. We must supply the 
markets when they require them. Also we 
must time our crops to fit In with our pick
ing capacity. In the old days we could 
pick mushrooms tor two days in a week 
and forget the other days . .This is not pos
sible anymore - an even spread over the 
five days of a working w.eek is essentia l 
with possibly peaks on Wednesdays and 
Thursdays. 

Fred This must be difficult to achieve 
even with the sophisticated controls you 
have on your farm. 

Jim We can achieve a great deal by the 
use of casing supplements, but of para
mount importance is the control over 
temperature. The hybrid strains are so 
sensitive to temperature that very accu
rate control to within 1h°C is required. 
Size and to an extent timing, is very de
pendent on temperature. Likewise car
bon dioxide level is also important. 
Fred The requirements of different 
strains and their reaction to such small 
fluctuations must be defined precisely. 
Do the spawn suppliers give such pre
cise information on their strains? 
Jim We tend to restrict the number of 
strains to those with comparable reac
tions to the environmental factors, tem
perature and carbon dioxide. The 
instructions given by the spawn pro
ducers can only be taken as a guideline 
for a given farm as the parameters given 
are determined under a given set of con
ditions. 
There are so many different variables we 
have to take into account, especially the 
compost. The rate of pinning is depend
ent on the potential of the compost. With 
a compost of high potential we find it is 
necessary to limit the pins forming on first 
break by raising the carbon dioxide lev
els, In order to get mushrooms of accept
able size. Compost is inherently variable 
- a spring compost needs quite different 
environmental conditions than an 
autumn compost for the control of slze of 
flush and the general quality of the mush
room. In the same way the weight of 
compost per square foot is relevant. 
Fred I wonder how many growers relate 
compost to enviroment control and to the 
management of the crop for quality and 
harvesting? 
Jim Consistency in composting and 

compost quality must also be part of the 
total control process and that is why we 
are considering moving to a more syn
thetic type compost, but the drier sum
mer conditions also play a part. What I 
am certain about is that compost quality 
and consistency is as important as envi
ronmental control. 

Fred Your reference to the term syn
thetic compost reminds me that, accord
ing to the ISMS working party 
recommendations, we should be using 
the term 'straw based' and not 'syn
thetic'. It is going to be difficult for all of us 
to switch to this new term but we must all 
try as, in this day and age, terminology 
appears to be important in conveying the 
preferred image. 

Can we move on to aspects of person
nel management. In this eontext I ::im re
ferring to the 'pickers ' or 'harvesters' as I 
prefer to call them. Peter Munns calls 
them his 'front line troops'. 

Jim I agree with Peter Munns, they are a 
very Important component on the farm. 
Here again we are fortunate. For many 
years now, we have not experienced any 
difficulties ih employing pickers, probably 
because we are in an area of high unem
ployment. We have a low turn over of 
staff and I would also like to think that it is 
at least partly due to the style of manage
ment we adopt and the friend ly atmo
sphere. 

Fred I am sure management has much 
to do with this. I was intrigued with the 
terms you used to describe your 
approach to management when I last vis
ited your farm In February. As I recall you 
referred to 'objective orientation ' and 
'task orientation ' as alternative 
approaches to personnel and the work 
that has to be done on a farm . Picking 
appears to me to be the least interesting 
and most boring of all jobs on a mush
room farm. How do these terms apply to 
your picking staff? 

Jim I am not sure when or where I heard 
of these terms, it may have been in a 
book or on TV but their meaning assists 
me a great deal In training rny statr and it 
appl ies equally to my plckihg staff as to 
any other staff sector of the farm. They 
are terms which describe how people 
approach their work. When people are 
task orientated they merely go through a 
series of motions to complete the work 
with no consideration for the results of 
their efforts - whether it is good or bad, 
right or wrong. Objective orientation to 
work is where the objective of the task or 
work is defined and the task or work is 
only completed when the defined objec
tive has been ach ieved irrespective of 
how it is done. I try to have everybody 
thinking of wt1at they are doing In relation 
to what we are trying to achieve and to 
avoid giving arbitrary directives. This 
objective approach makes work more 
Interesting and gives staff an incentive 
and a degree of satisfaction when they 
achieve the objectfve. With picking it Is a 
very important approach to achieve the 
quality and picking rates that are being 
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qatl1er the Pest result 
of 30 r::; of Know-how 

(ffillflfff{(i) 
THI LOT HOLLAND BV Engineering Works 

Hoofdstraat 11-17 · 5973 ND Lottum/Holland · Teleph one: +31 4763 1774 · Telex : NL 36493TCZ · Telefax : +31 4763 2648 
Our agent in the U.K. and Eire: MONOMECH LTD. 

Langthwaite Grange Industrial Estate · South Kirkby West Yorkshire WF9 3AW ·Telephone (0977) 42985/43261 ·Telefax (0977) 49515 

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY 
ARE YOUR CROPS AS 'GREEN' AS THEY COULD BE! 

The destruction of peat wetland areas is an issue being thrust into the open for public debate, and 
rightly so! We recognised this problem in Finland back in the 1970' s and a well coordinated national 
plan was implemented. 

Did you know that the area of wetlands, set aside under Government legislation, for 'protected status' 
in Finland, amounts to something in excess of 1.8 million acres. How many countries can make that 
claim or indeed can claim to be so actively involved in conservation? 

We care about trying to create a good balance between the requirements of industry and that of nature, 
and if the policy we have is of help to you in the marketing of your own produce, then we look forward 
to becoming your supplier. 

The future of our industry is going to be more closely linked to environmental issues, so we would 
suggest that you consider taking your peat requirements from areas where there is a clear policy 
towards the environment and basic laws which protect against total exploitation of wetlands!. 

FINN FIBRE HORTICULTURE LTD. 20 West Head, Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 6QP. 
Tel: 0903 722078 Telex: 87639 Fax: 0903 730418 



~RVESTING THE HA YES INTERVIEWS 
~ed nowadays. Also it is Important to 
vard work which achieves the objec
:is set. 

ed Can you offer an explanation of the 
:t that in England we invariably have 
nale pickers but hardly ever male as is 
3 case In some other countries I visit. 
>o why the loud music? 

m The finger dexterity factor is more 
ident in the female. Men can not match 
g picking rates of women. We do not 
ject to the zaney Radio One music. 
1ls in fact helps, since it cuts out the in
itable chat wi th the neighbour and as
;ts in focusing attention on the task of 
~king . 

·ed We have not by any means 
hausted the subject but this visit to 

your farm convinces me that new tech
nology will make growing less dependant 
on the human factor. In so doing it will 
change the character of our tarms and 
growing will perhaps be less interesting. 
Personally, I have many reservations 
about the prospects of mctianical har
vesting for the fresh market particularly 
since supermarkets are now setting such 
unreasonable and varied quality and 
grading standards. There is much pessi
mism circulating in the industry at pre
sent and many of us are looking for some 
kind of 'silver lining'. It ls re fresh in~ to 
see such a high degree of optimism here 
on your farm. 

Jim Yes, I am optimistic and this is 
based mainly on the technical innova
tions which we can expect over the next 

few years. On this farm we are well on 
the .way to being able to manipulate our 
growing so as to give whatever product 
the market demands. At this t ime 'Quali ty 
is King' and our production plans are 
geared to producing the best possible 
quality consistently, irrespective .ol 
whether we harvest by hand picking or by 
machine. Mechanical harvesting is in my 
view an inevitable innovation and from a 
production point of view we are in a posi
tion to consider it as an option . As with 
any new technique there wil l no doubt be 
problems but we are quite accustomed to 
solving such problems in mushr0om 
growing. At the end of the day it is the 
bottom line that counts and the costs of 
mechanical harvesting relative to the re
turns will determine its future. I am look
ing forward to the challenge. 

Vhen we get to harvesting everyone backs off 
'e make no apologies for 
!peating this most 
1teresting letter from 
IARIET VEDDER, first 
~blished by Geoff Canney in 
mrnal 200, August 1989. 

After reading your 'Growing Pains ' in 
e May issue of the Mushroom Journal, I. 
:>uld like to respond to what you have 
ritten about your experience of April 5th 
id your philosophy about a picker's 
life. 
Indeed, I have studied the most impor
nt tool a mushroom picker has, per-
1ps a little more closely than have most 
your readers. 
First of all , I would like to explain why 
n so interested in what you wrote about 
1rvesting in general and the cheap, but 
3vertheless very important tool, the 
life. 
At the age of 14, I was already picking 
ustirooms to help ou t at the small farm 

my friend's parents in Horst. Since 
en I have spent a large part of my life in 
ushroom houses, picking mushrooms 
yself, training pickers on farms all over 
e globe and introducing new harvesting 
chniques and met11ods to improve the 
fic iency and also the quality ot the 
oduct. We all know that mushroom 
;owing Is not that easy and more and 
ore is developing In to a science. To 
prove we organize conferences and 
urses, we write books and magazines 
d sometimes we have open house to 

1ow off some good first breaks. There 
1en is a kind of mushroom doctor, Geoff 
anney, specializing in Growing head-

[~hes. It is amazing to me that at these con
rences or in these books and maga
nes, famous experts talk or write about 
.Jmpost, supplementing, cac'ing, deep 

scratch ing and the use of chlorine and 
the Ideal C02 concentration and hybrids 
and virus and marketing, but so far .. .... I 
have always missed ha rvesting . 

It seems that when we get to this, in my 
opinion, most delicate and important part 
of the mushroom business, almost every
body is backing off, having no interest. 
Do the owners or manager of a mush
room farm forget that the pickers are eat
ing away almost 60-70% of the labour 
pie? 

Don't they realize that a picker can in
fluence the quali ty of the product more 
than any other factor In growing? 

We send our growers, area managers 
and composters on courses and to meet
ings, sometimes even overseas. 

Do we have any seriou s training pro
gramme for the largest work force, the 
mushroom picker? 

Are the mushroom growers dozing off? 
They have mechanized and computer

ized to the fullest extent, but most of 
them have overlooked in my opinion, one 
of the most important (and also expen
sive) areas. 

It seems to be below the level of the 
designer-owner of a farm to discuss with 
the pickers how to create the best har
vesting conditions. 

We do the utmost to get the mush
rooms on the beds and very little to get 
them off properly. 

May I offer your readers a suggestion 
Geoff .... ? 

The best way to recogn ise the dally 
problems In the harvesti ng area is to let 
the boss or manager pick mushrooms 
himself for ha lf a day or mor·e. Then he 
wi ll figu re out that indeed it 's very 
unpleasant constantly to get a wet shoul
der from that dripping plastic al rduct, or a 
stiff neck as the resu lt of the high air 
velocity in the aisle. 

He wi ll never before have realized that 
it isn 't that much fun to sit on your knees 
or a cat-walk for hours on end to collect 
the white gold nor that indeed the dis
tance between the two beds is so small 
and that the lowest bed is so close to the 
floor nor how frustrating 1t can be to pick 
just 12 kg an hour with hard work, 
because of mushrooms at 160 to a kilo
gram and most of them almost open al-

ready. All this while somebody is asking if 
that room will ever be finished. 

The boss then will figure out that 
there 's actually more light In his toilet 
than In the growing rooms where 15 or 25 
people are working for so many hours. 

A king-size bed may be wonderful dur
ing night time but for picking the mush
rooms at the centre of a bed, one should 
know that the maximum width should not 
exceed 140-145cm (4ft 9in) . 

By doing the picl<ing himself he too will 
realize how unpleasaht and itchy It Is to 
have compost In your hair and down your 
neck because of poor construction of the 
sideboard's or of sloppy fll llng. Perhaps 
he never before realised that there are so 
many spots in the room with puddles of 
water on the floor, bad for controlling 
blotch and very unpleasant to stay In tool 

He will figure out that this stepladder is 
not as handy as he thought It was ; that 
the space on the platform of the lorry is 
Indeed very limited and that climbing on 
the trays goes far beyond his physical ca
pability . 

After that half day picking he perhaps 
wil l understand much better why many 
pickers are constantly looking for other 
jobs. 

Sorry Geoff, I almost forgot to tell you 
more about the knife. In my opinion, and 
I've qulte a bit of experience, the best 
mushroom picker's knife Is made by; 

Diogenes-Werk-Herder & Sohn 
Postfach 11 02 27 
5650 Solingen 11 
W. Germany 

Phone: (0212) 7 70 71 - 73 Telex No. 
8514 492 dio. 

Order No. 4602 for mushroom knife. 

If the mushroom growers in the more 
developed countries want to continue 
their business In the future, they 'll have 
to pay much more attention and spend 
quite a bit of moriey to improve the har
vesting situation. Although the Dutch 
have developed a system for mecha
nized harvesting, we all know that f·or a 
high quality, fresh market product we sti ll 
need human hands. For a li ttle as about 
two German Marks at least we can put a 
good picker's knife in those hands. 

Mariel Vedder - Van den Munckhof. 
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WITH SPAWN FROM EURO-SEMY 
YOUR MUSHROOM CROP WILL 

REALLY COME UP TRUMPS! 
Sterckx enjoys a long and solid reputation amongst 
mushroom growers as a producer of compost and 
casing soil. In fact, our enthusiasm led us into a joint 
venture with Euro-Semy, France. 
Euro·Semy produces spawn in state-of-the-art facilities . 
They use sophisticated materials and consciously op 
for the disposable plastic bottle. Grain and, 

leave the bottle. 

This prevents contamination and guarantees undistur
bed spawn run in the bottle. 
Euro-Semy's many years of experience .have yielded 
a range of20 strainS adapted to your needs. Experience 
and know•how is plain to see In the faster spawn ru~ 
easily comrolled de:veiopment of p,!nheads, better 3 

d 4 1
h flushes and above all · our main objective -

of excellent quality. 

EURO-SEMY 170: 
SUMMER HYBRID 

• Easy growing hybrid strain. 
• Suitable for all growing condi

tions. 
• Small to middle-sized snow

white mushroom. 
• Very high productivity. 
• Crops over an extended period. 

EURO-SEMY 280: 
FAST HYBRID 

• Very popular and modern hybrid 
strain. 

• Snow-white middle-sized 
mushroom. 

• Easy pinning, hence suitable for 
all growing conditions and high 
prOducllvily. 

• Good shelf life and good 
keeping quality. 

• A wonderful combination of 
superb quality and high yields. 

EURO-SEMY 285: 
SLOW HYBRID 

• Snow-white large-sized mush
room. 

• Most famous for its exceptional 
good quality. 

• High picking rate. 
• Excellent keeping quality. 
• The hybrid that has proved its 

records. 

w 
Agent for England 

....I 

< NURSERY SUPPLIES Ltd. 
w 

0 Exeter Street, Bourne 
Lincolnshire PE10 9NJ ~ 

L&K STERCKX 
Kachtemsestraat 330 
B-8800 ROESELARE 

(Belgium) 
Tel (051) 22 33 34 
Fax (051) 22 97 71 

Telex 82 293 
a: 
:::> 

0 

> 

Tel (0778) 42 41 41 
Fax (0778) 39 31 93 STERCKX 

L & K STERCKX 



Ninterpicking Parlour AD 1970 

Hugh Barton 
interpick Mushrooms Ltd 

arting a career In mushroom growing in 
~ late 1940s, I very quickly adopted a 
llosophy about MOVEMENT. Never, 
ver pick up something twice ff once will 
ffice - and apply the same rule with 
1bs, arms, legs, fingers - the lot! 
Some of us still remember the move 
1m growing in shelves to growing in fish 
1xes and ammunition boxes. We chose 
3 latter because they appeared, and in 
~t . proved to be, very much more 
:>ust. After all they were made to carry 
cou ple of shells, not a couple of cod! 
11 - too light for two men to lift, and for 
,me of us, too heavy for one, partlcu
[IY wit11 second-spit Mother-Earth cas
g. I stil l cringe whenever looking at 
~ight-lifters . But, this Is supposed to be 
1out a picking line! 
ISo, moving 20 years on , we have 
11ered the mechanical handling era; 
rk- lift trucks, compost turners , machine 
es, and for us with an expansion pro
~mme to double production. And, of 
urse. the problem of how to reduce 
king costs - always about 40% of 

,al labour costs - and as it transpired, 
w to obtain sufficient numbers of pick-

15 in an area of the S E with full employ
pnt. Already there were two buses 
tching and carrying da,lly. 
!Supervising the lhflnitely variable 
ades of mushroom picking had always 
en a major problem - not to mention 
a difficulties of getting pickers to use r· rather than climbing on the edges 

of trays, leaving their imprihts on the cas
ing and littering the floor with chogs. 
Above all missing the odd spot of Verticil
lium, Mycogone and Dactyllium because 
of inferior lighting, carelessness or blind
ness - or all three. 

Surely, with all this modern mecha
nisation and modern brains, we could in 
some way become rnore efficient with 
harvesting such a delicate and beautifu l 
crop. After all , we had always thought a 
mushroom should be treated and han
dled like an EGG. 

Other growers were thinking on the 
same LINES, and it was at this stage that 
we were invited to see a picking line at 
John Bradfield's farm in Norfolk. We 
were impressed - he was using 6ft x 4ft 
trays in stacks of fou r. They were offered 
up to a de-stacker at one end of the ' line ' 
and re-stacked at the other. With trays 
full of mushrooms, and the right number 
of packers, the operation ran very 
smoothly and certainly looked a calm and 
efficient operation. 

Returning to our farm there followed 
long meetings and debates plus 
sketches and ' line ' layouts . We looked at 
everything: the concrete floors , the fork· 
li ft trucks (d iesel) , the trays 4~ft x 4'hft, 
tray legs , pickers, pickers legs - all the 
gear they had to carry. Decision-making 
was not easy. The fork-Iff t trucks had 
been adapted to carry an extra pair of 
forks , so that instead of the bottom tray of 
four having to take the stress of three 
trays, each pair was lifted . This certainly 
reduced the wear and tear on tray legs. 
Obviously if we could bring the trays to 
the pickers, this should clearly reduce the 
stress on theirs, not to mention the 
advantages of not having to carry all the 
gear and climb steps (or frays) . 

Eventually we reached the stage 
where discussion had to be fol lowed by 
decision, so we listed the essential fac
tors which had to be considered and 
found acceptable:-
1 . the position of parlour in relation to all 

cropping house and distance; 
2. the quali ty and condition of concrete 

surfaces; 
3. the amount of room available at or 

near the parlour to allow a whole row 
to be moved before picked trays could 
be returned to the house; 

4. the length of line required to accom
modate the right numbers of pickers 
and keep a steady movement of flow; 

5. the abili ty to grow to a standard 
wl1ereby a whole 'flush ' cou ld be 
picked and so avoid unnecessary 
movement; 

6. the possible harmful effects of diesel 
fumes; 

7. the extra wear and tear on trays due to 
all the extra handling by fork-lift 
trucks; 

8. the attitude and reaction o1 pickers to a 
constant flow of trays, and our ability 
to set the right speed for 'X ' number of 
p icl~ers for optimum output. 

Perhaps there were other ·factors that 
should have been given some attention, 

but these seemed, at the time, to be the 
most important. We felt that with experi
ence we would be able to cope with 
these although we realised ii would only 
be worthwhile picking tile first and sec
ond flushes, and maybe a third on the 
line, and not moving trays to the li ne for 
later flushes. We realised we would still 
have to retain conventional picking for 
these. 

The actual arithmetic involved in decid
ing the length of line and so on was 
worked out on the basis of moving up to 
'X ' number of trays from three houses in 
what was at that time a 5-hour picking 
period. 

It was about this time that another 
declsion had to be made. Up to now we 
had emptied the trays singly by fork- li ft 
truck taking a stack of· four out of the 
house and then picking each tray up and. 
offering It at the back of the lorry where 
two men up-ended the tray. A slow and 
laborious operation in the open - what
ever the weather! If we were to go for a 
picklh9 line surely we could Incorporate 
an emptying device? 

Engineering Design Ltd were con
sulted and eventually submitted plans for 
a picking line/emptying line to be accom
modated in a shed 'X' ft x 'X' ft, rather 
like a somewhat mishapen horseshoe at 
the open ends of which were the stacker 
and de-stacker, both outside the end 
wall , and with the emptying device mid· 
way. This tilted a tray contents on to an 
elevator taking the compost through the 
wall on to the lorry. 

Any remaining doubts as to whether to 
g.o for a line dissolved, and the die was 
cast. 

After the 'line' was installed and we 
had started using it tor picking, many 
problems arose, most of which we had 
anticipated, but which we felt could be 
overcome with patience and experience. 
We ran it as a picking line for about 6 
months, after which we went back to con· 
ventional picking. The main reason for 
doing so was tt1e excessive and unac
ceptable wear and tear on trays, and our 
inability to achieve a smooth and efficient 
operation, both in the use of our picking 
staff and fork-li ft drivihg staff. On the 
occasions when it worked well, it was an 
extremely satisfying spectacle to see 
trays being returried to the house, beautr
fully clean ahd watered ready for the next 
flush , but our performance was too 
inconsistent to justify its contihued use, 
and the final 'straw ' was the discovery of 
virus infection in the crops. 

As an emptying line it was a huge suc
cess and continues to be so to this day, 
so I suppose we 'hedged our bet ' and 
won a trick .. . 

Is there a 'future ' for picking lines? In 
my view only· if the whole farm is 
designed in the first place around the 
machinery to be used, right through from 
composting to packing the produce for 
market. this has been done successfully 
on the Continent, and WITHOUT the use 
of fork-lift trucks. 
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r-----,....-, 
I YOUR COMPLETE 
I REQUIREMENTS 
I FROMA 
I DEDICATED 
I SUPPLIER. 
I D Bale Breaking Machines: I Stationary or Mobile . 

.u D Bale Breaking/Blending/ 
6 Pre-Wetting Machines. 
ii:: D Compost Turners: 
~ 3 Models, 4 Sizes. 

"" D Pile Straddlers/ 0 
Dispensers: 4 Sizes . 

~ D Bulk Composting 
~ Tunnels: 50· l 50 Tonnes Input. 
Vl D Tunnel Fillers: In.House or t2 
~ Conveyors or Cassettes. 

~ D Tunnel Emptyers: Mixing 
Vl Shaft or Drum Types. ;E 
u.. D Tray Machinery: All Types, 
0 Sizes and Speeds. >-c.. 

D Shelf Fiiiers: With Net Winch 0 u 
0 for Filling ond Casing. 

0 D Shelf Emptyers: Net Winch :c c.. with Elevators. 
<( 

D ~ Bag Fiiiers: Manual to 
Automatic Systems. 

"" D Casing Mixers: With 0 
~ Transportation Trailers. 
u. 

D Humidifiers: Feig System. -:et.' 

~ D Watering Trees: Single ::::> 
Q or Double Sided. 

"" D Ten]perature :::::> 

~ 0 Indicators: Mains >- Operated Digital Display. (.'.) 
z 

We're takinfl efficiency produdivj~ :::i 

5 and profitabi Ii serio~s/y. Please te I c.. me about the roymaster equipment Vl 

0 Indicated above 
5 
~ NAME 

8 
ADDRESS 

I 
I 
I 

POST/ZIP CODE __ 

I 
TEL: 

Traymaster, Cotfield, Gt. Yarmouth, 

I Norfolk NR29 5BQ England 

I Tel: (0692J 82100 

I 
Fax: (069 ) 82211 I-(International Code: + 44 692) 

LTelex: 957647 ---- ___ _J 
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RESEARCH AND 

DEVELOPMENT 

Highly complex and 
delicately balanced 

Richard Gaze on R&D at 
area meetings 

Objectives of R&D are cost reduction, 
quality improvement, and greater preci· 
sion and consistency, as well as safety 
and environmental protection. 

We need as an industry to have an op· 
portunity for discussion in a rather corn· 
plicated and rapidly changing situation. 
Discussion will ensure that we all have 
some degree of understanding and 
agreement on what can be achieved. 
Misunderstanding on the part of one side 
or another of the partnership will lead to 
waste, wrangling and disappointment. 
This may sound forbidding but it's meant 
to be a positive and optimistic objective. 

A situation from which we must evolve, 
In the near future, is that we have consid
erably less money than we are used to 
for R&D. 

Current changes at GCRI are ironically 
not being brought about by application of 
logic, but by the withdrawal of funding 
arid subsequent need to rationalise. 

Agricu ltural R&D, like many public 
funded endeavours, is being affected by 
a complex Government philosophy which 
can be over simplified by saying; If you 
halve the input you will get twice the 
output as a result of increased effi
ciency. 

In addition to this there is a fundamen· 
tal philosophical switch in Government 
funding . Agriculture was supported for 
the benefit of the tax payer. Now it is con
sidered that R&D is largely for the benefit 
of the grower. Therefore he should pay 

for it! There are exceptions to this. Ve 
fundamental work is still considered to I 
the responsibility of the DES. Work I 
the public good plus a little extra n1 
near-market work will be funded I 
MAFF. All other R&D has to be funded I 
t11e mushroom industry itself. 

We have a new organisation - BSI
- made up of MAFF/AFRC at present 
Littlehampton, but soo.n to be moved 
Wellesbourne. At BSHR (W) we Intend 
have the laboratory facilities and growlr 
facilities needed to undertake wo 
across the spectrum. The cropping fa~ 
it ies will range from small experimen\ 
chambers to commercially credible pro 
ing hot.jses. 

For the future - there are some go< 
things: a) We have fina lly got one cent 
for R&D and b) We have the opportuni 
finally to sink the «them-and-us" S} 
drome which at times has been a litt 
wasteful. 

There is a school of thought whi< 
says there isn't such a thing as 'ba 
news - only opportunities and eh< 
lenges. So the challenges are: a) a sho 
age of funds (forgetting DES money f 
the moment). The funds are likely to t 
MAFF £485k and HDC £175k - a total 
£660k. That is probably half the spend 
ten years ago - not counting inflatio 
b) If w.e are not going to have to start fro 
scratch with people at Wellesbourne ~ 
have a major resource conservation jc 
to do. These are the challenges then th 
we as an industry have to rise to if we a 
to get any benefit from R&D. 

The way for me, being an eternal op 
mist, if not idealist, is to establish 
strengthen as fast as possible, a relatio 
ship of mutual trust and respect betwet 
R&D workers and the industry, A lack ol 
results in stifled creativity on the or 
hand and disappointment and reluctan< 
to pay on the other. 

The present situation could be an1 

lysed as a dangerous impasse. It's 
highly complex and delicately balancE 
one. We have diverse, competitive indu 
try currently short of money. If we sper 
too little, meagrely, constralning 1he ski 
and innovativeness of R&D workers, tt 
expenditure isn't cost effective. If on tl 
other hand we can bring a bit of fla 
verve, and panache to bear we will re< 
ise that R&D is highly cost effective. 

There are plenty of precedents. If "' 
can break the impasse positively, r 
source is no problem. Only 1 % of cos 
on R&D would provide over £1 million. 



ONTH 
ily in all types of media the topic of the 
vironment gets more important; until now it can 
longer either be ignored or left to another day. 
f we had to pin-point subjects which will cause 
1matic changes in our businesses in future we 
•uld point without hesitation to environmental 
rues first and closely follow with employees' 
alth and welfare considerations. 

xt month we shall consider problems and 
{utions regarding gaseous and liquid effluvia, the 
;posal of growing bags, COSSH and its effects. 
•mpany public relations is important here and we 
all examine how organisations outside mushroom 
'wing cope with the situation (e.g. we are told that 
r in Huddersfield employs 32 people purely to 
1estigate neighbour complaints). BUT we shall 'o look at tl1e great benefits of mushroom 
ltivation including the use of waste materials, use 
spent' compost, as well as looking at mushroom 

-ms as highly efficient food production units. 

•tan issue to be missed as it will include as well 
our regular features. Don't forget the Journal and 
its benefits comes only to members. Here's your 
ance to recruit. 

iTART THEM 
)ff THE BEST 
NAY WITH THE 
UNIVERSAL 

FOR YOUR TUNNELS AND/OR SHELVES 
Available from the sole U.K. distributor: 

s 
The Old Airfield, 
Winchester Street 

Leckford, Stockbridge 
Honts 5020 6JF 

Tel. (0264) 810032 
Fax: (0264) 810900 

AGRINETS are manufactured to the very highest industry 
quality and are currently in use at: 

Chesswood Produce, Suffolk 
Leckford Mushrooms, Hants 
Micheldever Mushrooms, Hants 
Pond Chase Nurseries, Essex 
Tunnel Tech, Hants & Notts 

Pleunis Bros, Belgium 
Chompi Service, Swiherland 
Kuhn, Swiherland 
Modern Mushrooms, U.S.A. 
J. Theeuwen, Holland 

CASING MIXER 
· total mixing of peat/lime/water 
ror today's mushroom grower! 
IJsed and recommended by leading 
:rowers throughout the country. 
·ouR MODELS ... 1,3,5 and 10 bale capacity ... 
0 SUIT ALL APPLICATIONS. ELECTRIC or PTO drive. 
sk for details and user report today! 
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-l Clean up with Panacide® M - in more ways than one. 

Not only has Panacide M proved the most 
effective broad spectrum biocide for horticultural 
hygiene - it's also one of the safest, most 
economical disinfectants of its kind. 

S Rapid increase in its use has taken place 
m after its outstanding success improving day 

to day productivity in mushroom culture. 
w It offers significant benefits to all 

growers under glass - and to farmers 
generally- as an effective sterilant and 
disinfectant combatting fungi, bacteria and 
algae, as well as harmful pathogens. 

H 

Panacide M can be used in all growing, 
crop handling, and storage areas. 

Employ it for disinfecting any farm surfaces: 
tools and equipment. for dipping growing trays, 
washing down walls, greenhouses, racks, 
floors, paths . It's effective in low 
concentrations and has the wide breadth of 
antimicrobial spectrum required without 

CE E • E E 

introducing the lethal risks of some imported 
fungicides. 

Developed by BDH, who have over 30 
years experience in this field, Panacide M is 
the obvious choice if you wish to clean up -
in more ways than one! 

PANACIDE® M 
It disinfects effectively, safely, economically. 

Available from:-
Killan & Crisp Ltd, Baddow Park, Great Baddow, 
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 7SY. Tel (0245) 72361 
Darmycel (UK). Station Road, Rustington, 
Littlehampton, West Sussex BN16 3RF. 
Tel: (09062) 75111/73789. Telex 877472 

Contains 30% (ww) Na Dichlorophen, 

APPROVED NUMBER: H.S.E. 3853 

READ THE LABEL BEFORE YOU BUY : 

'"'Registered Trade Mark. BDH 
USE PESTICIDES SAFELY. @ID 
Manufactured by BDH Limited, Poole, Dorset. 

Cl c II E CE 



lCHNICAL TOPICS 

lenefits of compost 
mpplements confirmed; 
1ew supplements under 
:est 
eter Flegg our technical editor reports on R & D in West 
anders. 
1e mushroom experimental facilities at 
9 Research Centre, Beitem-Roeslare, 
ilgium, are modern and well -appointed. 
1 account of work on mushrooms done 
9re between 1983 and 1988 has 
~ently been published and it contains 
Jch which could be of interest to mush
om growers in the UK and further 
eld. The topics covered include, com-
1st analysis, supplementation, spawn 
·alns, casing materials, pests, dis
ises, chemical residues and shelf life of 
Jshrooms. Most of the work has been 
ine on the mushroom Agaricus bispo
s but Pleurotus spp, Coprinus, and 
ropharia, have also been the subject of 
me studies, The results are given in 
enty-seven chapters and each is well 
ovided with a wealth of tabu lated data. 
mcise chapter summaries are provided 

an eight-page english summary 
Nards the end of this three-hundred 
1d forty-four page volume.* 

ossibilities for new 
upplements 

I 
a wide-ranging series of studies on 

pplements and supplementation, the 
1neficial effects .of supplementing com
. st at casing with such protein-rich ma
' ials as Mill icl1amp were confirmed . It 
s also found that the prospects for 
pplementing composts prior to Phase 
1 ere unfavourable and that dairy fat
lls, a fine granular fat used for feeding 
ws, reduced mushroom yields and 
)couraged the growth of the green 
buld Tric/?oderma viride in the com-
1st. 

1
However, in a search for new and 
,ernative supplements in which 
tempts to produce the "slow-release" 
feet by chemical or physical means, 
pplementing compost at casing with 
6ize gluten, extruded to give it a gran-
1 

ular character, resulted in mushroom 
yield increases of nearly 30%. Chemical 
treatment of the gluten gave no better 
yield results. In further trials, a commer
cially-produced maize gluten (Glutalys), 
when used as a supplement at casing, 
equalled Millichamp 3000 in perform
ance, and both extruded maize gluten 
and extruded wheat gluten performed at 
least as well as the commercial supple
ment Millichamp 3000. 

Supplementation at casing with some 
natutal keratin proteins, such as feather 
meal, leather by-products and hornmeal, 
which are all slow to decompose, pro
duced some interesting results. Chicken 
feather meal added at casing at the rate 
of 1 % of the spawned compost weight 
resulted in an average mushroom yield 
increase of around 25%. Chemical treat
ments designed to increase the ease 
with which the keratin proteins would 
break down gave rise to no further 
increase in mushroom yields, however. 

Alternatives to peat 
Comparisons of several mixtures of peat, 
lime, clay, and the mineral vermicu lite In 
casing mixtures showed, in cropping 
trials, that most of the mixtures used 
were good enough as alternatives to the 
standard casing mixture of, by volume 
70% peat and 30% sugar beet lime. 
While it was found that vermiculite could 
take the place of peat in the casing mix
ture, its cost is too high compared with 
that of peat. This is a situation which may 
change. Environmental pr:essures are 
currently towards the conservation of 
peat stocks. While it may be comforting 
to know that vermicu lite may be a pos
sible replacemeht for peat in casing mix
tures, experience at the old Mushroom 
Research Association Station, Yaxley, in 
the early 1950s was that, whether or not 

vermiculite was chemically and physi
cally suitable as a casing medium, flakes 
of the mineral sometimes stuck to the 
mushrooms and could not be brushed 
off. 

Reminiscent of work done at the now 
extinct Lee Valley Experimental Horticul
ture Station is the finding that composted 
tree bark, much resembling peat, when 
mixed in to the casing material in various 
proportions, had no adverse effect on 
cropping . This suggests another possible 
alternative to peat, but as the authors of 
the Belgian report warn , although there 
were no diseases observed in their ex
periment, it is doubtful if this material is 
always free of mushroom pests and dis
eases. 

Attempts to improve the properties of 
the casing mixture were unsuccessful. 
Adding carboxymethylcellulose and 
polyacrylamlde polymers to the casing 
mix to increase water holding capacities 
was found to have no influence on yield 
or quality of mushrooms. 

Control of bacterial blotch 
Of two chemicals which may be used to 
control bacterial blotch, it was found that 
calcium hypochlorlte can be used at 
much higher concentrations than sodium 
hypochlorite without causing the mush
room caps to go brown. A solution of 
sodium hypochlorite containing 45 parts 
per million of available chlorine caused 
no discolouration of mushroom caps, 
whereas one containing 75 parts per mil
lion made the mushrooms turn slightly 
brown. On the other hand it was found 
that calcium hypochlorite can be used at 
200 parts per million of available chlorine 
without discolouration of mushrooms. 

It is of interest to note that, according 
to Fletcher, White and Gaze in "Mush
rooms - pest and disease control," the 
recommended concentration for the use 
of available chlorine to control blotch is 
150 parts per million, usually with a 
sodium hypochlorite preparation as the 
agent. Could it be that there are differ
ences between spawn strains in the way 
they react to chlorine? 

The maximum concentration of forma
lin (38% formaldehyde) that could be 
used on mushrooms without damage 
was found to be 3 millilitres per litre of 
water. 

Attempts to compare the efficacy of a 
range of chemicals at controlling bacte
rial blotcl1 artlficlally Introduced to a 
mushroom crop were frustrated because 
the level of infection was too high. Some 
of the chemicals reduced the develop
ment of the disease but at the concentra
tions at which they were effective, they 
also caused discolouration of the mush
rooms. 

More successful was the use of chem- Iii.. 
icals on a crop of mushrooms in which r 
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... bacterial blotch was induced by manipu
lation of the environment. Three chem
icals, sodium hypochlorite, citric acid and 
formaldehyde were each watered on to 
the crop from one week before harvest
ing the first flush at the maximum con
centration which did not cause damage 
to the mushroom caps. Sodium hypo
ch lorite solution containing 45 parts per 
mi llion of available chlorine was partially 
successful , citric acid and formaldehyde 
were not effective. 

Healthy mushrooms and 
healthy consumers 
It Is most important that not only must the 
mushroom crop not be damaged by 
application of any substance intended to 
keep the crop free of disease, but also 
that the mushrooms are safe to eat. One 
difficulty in reporting on the results of ex
periments to test safe dosages and resid
ue limits is that legislation on which 
chemicals may be used, their method of 
use and prescribed safe limits can vary 
from country to country. 

The authors report studies on the use 
of prochloraz (Sporgon) alone, and in 
mixtures with chlorothalonil (Daconil) on 
mushrooms. Prochloraz was found to be 

particularly persistent in the casing layer 
with a high proportion of the initial dose 
still being present at the end of cropping . 
It appears that applied at 3 grams of 
active ingredient per square metre, pro
chloraz, In tl1e opinion of the authors, 
does not result in excessive residues in 
mushrooms. Application immediately af
ter casing or before or after ruffling seem 
to be the preferred times of treatment. 

Analysis of 66 samples of mushrooms 
collected from the auctions or from 
wholesalers showed traces of some phy
tosanitary substances, such as sodium 
pentachlorophenate, endosulfan and 
prochloraz. However, in all but a very few 
instances the levels of residues found 
were declared to be below the tolerance 
limits. The heavy metals cadmium and 
lead were also detected, but at 14.93 and 
9.97 parts per billion respectively were 
regarded as at a safely low level. 

Other work described in this report 
includes the beneficial effects on shelf 
like of covering mushroom containers 
with perforated transparent covers or 
with permeable film, the variation in rela
tive yields obtained from spawns in 
variety trials and the compilatio.n of data 
on the composition of composts deliv
ered to the mushroom growers of West 
Flanders. 

' 

International research 
projects 
A minority of UK mushroom growers m 
be interested In the reports on growl1 
trials with the oyster mushrooms a1 
Coprinus comatus, but, hopefully, tl 
majority will appreciate the impressi· 
amount of investigative work encor 
passed by this report and realise tl 
importance of being aware of mushroo 
R & D in progress around the world. TI 
costs of carrying out research and dev1 
opment work on mushrooms are hi! 
and increasing. It Is prudent thereto 
that the best use is made of whatever r 
sources and manpower are availabl 
Duplication of effort must be minimise 
Proposals to set up international mus 
room research projects, as was me 
tioned during the discussion period at tt 
AGM, are worth thinking about. • 

• Champigronteelt, 
Overzicht van het onderzoek 1983 t1 
1988. A. Overstijns, L. Bockstaele ari 
P. Lannoy. 
Onderzoeken Voorlichtingscentru1 
voor Land-en Tuinbouw, Beiten 
Roeslare, (Rumbeke), West-Vlaand1 
ren, Belgium. 

"YOU HAVE TRIED THE REST, 
NOW TRY THE BEST." 
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GOUGH PACKAGING LIMITED 
MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY PACKAGING 

Mason Road · Mile Cross Lane· Norwich· Norfolk NR6 6RF 
Tel: Norwich (0603) 423869 Fax: Norwich (0603) 418114 

EST. 60 YEARS. 



ROMOTIONAL ACTIVITY 
.HIBITIONS VISITED by Angela Lee in recent weeks: 
st Food Show - Wembley - 1-3 
y 

Iden Crumb - an associate of 
ssgiel Mushrooms - took a stand this 
ir for the first time. They had on 
play a range of their breaded 
shrooms as well as other new 
1ducts - some of which are still being 
1eloped. There was a great deal of 
irest in this new product 
1elopment, and, during the day that I 
ped on the stand, a chorus of 
)roval for the excellence of the 
1duct. Golden Crumb use Mossgiel 
shrooms and coat them in a unique 
mb mixture after which they are deep 
rnn and require only two minutes 
3p frying before serving. To 
iryone's delighted surprise the result 
n no way fatty or greasy - just 
icious and not even high in calories! 
\part from Golden Crumb, 
shrooms were in evidence mainly as 
pings for pizzas (which dominated 

The Fast Food Show this year) and 
included in items like casseroles. The 
sooner a way of providing the pizza 
industry with fresh ready-to-use 
mushrooms is developed the better! 

Fresh Produce Fair - National 
Exhibition Centre - Birmingham 

Greenacre Mushrooms took a stand for 
the first time and this co-operative group 
from Anglia, lead by Denis Watkins, is 
spearheading its way in mushroom 
marketing. The exhibition was not as 
busy as they had hoped but some useful 
contacts were made. The Chilled Food 
Fair in the nextdoor hall was very busy, 
but sadly the main mushroom content of 
most products was not fresh 
mushrooms. Rumour has it that next 
year the two exhibitions will not be run 
concurrently, which seems a shame 
since they are probably quite 
complementary and a more interesting 
attraction as a double act. 

en James presented "Marketing in the 90s" 
t the Area Meetings 
stand West Midlands 

vid Brammer chaired this meeting 
1 guest speakers Richard Gaze and 
1 James. 
~ichard Gaze described the 
hcoming move of IHR to 
dlesbourne and the reduction in 
vernment funding and implications of 
; and the difficulties of focusing 
earch effectively given the different 
uirement of grower members. 
~en James gave a presentation on 
>roving production and marketing 
Is through collaboration and it was 
Jwed by informal discussion. There 
s positive interest from those 
mding in what Ken had to say, but 
meeting was not as well attended as 
had hoped. 
! was suggested that perhaps the 
a should be redrawn and 
igraphically hitched to its appropriate 
ghbour. It would be very helpful to 
>W what growers and allied trades in 
area think of this, or would like us to 

rnge in the future for the East and 
st Midlands. Within reason, we will 
in with your ideas - please tell us. 

uth East 

s meeting was attended by more 
n a dozen key growers - the allied 
Jes were not represented due to the 
1ual trades versus growers golf 
tch! The meeting was chaired by 
1n Orr. 
.~en James talked about Marketing in 
J 90s - highlighting the problems 

currently being encountered by most 
growers dealing with the wholesale 
trade. He suggested that the remedy 
was a joining together of expertise and 
management in order to achieve a 
degree of standardisation and price 
structure, thereby as a group, achieving 
some control of the wholesale market. 

There was a productive discussion of 
the advantages and disadvantages of 
some form of co-operation between 
growers. The meeting, which was 
attended by MGA Chairman Gerry 
Parker, agreed that Ken James should 
prepare a brief for outline plans to obtain 
a better deal in the wholesale market. 

Richard Gaze talked again about 
funding for research and the move to 
Wellesbourne. 

South West 

John Callow took the chair. Following 
the interest shown at the SE 1 meeting 
together with MGA Chairman Gerry 
Parker's enthusiasm for finding a 
solution to our marketing problems, Ken 
James discussed further the difficulties 
and the opportunities that exist to solve 
these problems. Again the growers 
present agreed that the answer lay in a 
degree of co-operation and seconded 
the SE 1 resolution that Ken James 
should prepare a brief for a planned 
effort to achieve better control in the 
wholesale arena. Andrew Swatton from 
ADAS gave an excellent talk about the 
interest in organic growing being shown 
throughout the agricultural industry. 

MUSHROOMS IN MINUTES 
A photograph from this new recipe 
leaflet appeared as the front cover 
of the April & May issue of the 
Journal. The leaflet has now been 
printed and is available to 
members. 

Please use this leaflet and 
Midsummer Mushrooms to 
promote mushrooms this summer. 
Both leaflets contain excellent 
recipes for mushroom salads, 
pates, dips, marinades and 
barbecues. 

Contact Angela Lee at the MGA 
office. 

PUB CATERER MUSHROOM 
DISH OF THE YEAR 
COMPETITION - Have YOU 
done your pub? 
Have you contacted your local 
pubs to make sure they have 
entered the Mushroom Dish of the 
Year competition. First prize £350 
cash plus Mushroom Certificate. 
Closing date - 29th June. 

All entrants must have their 
mushroom dish on the menu each 
day in July and August. Make sure 
they have supplies of mushrooms. 

ALTON TOWERS - A THREE 
YEAR EXERCISE 
Press Day for the Farm-A-Rama 
Exhibition at Alton Towers was 
June 5th. The MGA stand, used at 
the International Fresh Produce 
Fair last year, looks excellent. It Is 
expected that 2.4 million people 
will visit Alton Towers this year. It 
is planned as a three year 
exhibition. 

The MGA has provided 
information and literature to the 
press and for the Alton Towers 
education packs to schools. 

Our thanks to David Brammer, 
Wood Farm, Staffordshire, who 
helped Alton Towers with the 
model mushroom display. 
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MARKETPLACE 
For just 25p per word you can advertise all your wants and 
sales in this classified feature. That spare piece of 
equipment cluttering up your space; those packing cases, 
pallets, plastic trays ... anything you do not want. OR 
anything you need: that spare part which would enable 

BOOKS 
JUST PUBLISHED - 'MUSH
ROOM PEST AND DISEASE 
CONTROL' BY J T FLETCHER, P 
F WHITE AND R H GAZE. SEC
OND EDITION. This book is a 
most important guide to the recog
nition and control of pests, dis
eases and other disorders which 
can affect cultivated mushrooms. 
Available direct from the Publish
ers, price £25.00 plus £0.78 post
age. Intercept, PO Box 716, 
Andover, SP10 1YG, UK. Faxed 
orders to (0264) 334058 

HEATING AND 

VENTILATION 
TEMPERATURE AND HUMID
ITY. Most successful growers use 
electronic instruments for control, 
indication and recording by Tele
max-Anville, the people with 30 
years' experience. Details from: 
Anville Instruments, Watchmoor 
Trade Centre, Watchmoor Road, 

Camberley, Surrey GU15 3AJ. 
Tel. (0276) 25107/684613. 

MACHINERY 

AND EQUIPMENT 
COMPLETE MUSHROOM 
HOUSE HEATING AND VENTI
LATION UNITS: Comprising four 
stainless steel fan-coil units; pip
ing and hot water Pawrmatic 
RM72 natural gas-fired boiler. 
New in Sept 1987 and used for 
one year only. Price open to nego
tiation depending on your require
ments. Contact Huntick Farm on 
01-357 6753 or 27 O'Meara St, 
London SE1 1 TE. 

GENERATORS: New and used 
generators for sale. LCH Gener
ators Ltd. Tel. (0360) 40764. Tel
ex 778135. Fax 0360 40798. 

TAMPLIN MACHINE EQUIP
MENT MANUFACTURERS AND 
SPARES SERVICE. Contact : Ken 
Proud, Tamplin Engineering. Tel. 
(0243) 512599. Telex. 86402. 

PEAT/CHALK/CASING MATERIALS 
TRAYMASTER TEMPERATURE 
MONITOR. Designed for the 
mushroom farm . Wall mounted 
weatherproof unit with large bright 
digital display for easy and accu
rate monitoring of in-house tem
perature. Two models - 12 or 24 
probes, probe cable length to suit. 
Enquiries - Engineering Design & 
Production Ltd, Catfield, Gt Yar
mouth, Norfolk NR29 5BQ. Tel. 
(0692) 82100, Fax (0692) 82211. 
Telex. 975647. 

CROXTON + GARRY offer 
mushroom chalk from plants at 
Melton near Hull and Steeple Mor
den near Royston (Herts) . Both 
BRITOMYA C and SNOWCAL 10 
are available in 25 kg bags for use 
levels of 1 O - 25 kg per bale of 
peat. Enquiries: CROXTON + 
GARRY LIMITED, Cutis Road, 
Darking, Surrey RH4 1 XA. Tel: 
0306 886688. Telex: 859567/8 C 
and G. Fax: 0306 887780. 

I 

you to renovate that machine standing idle; any item 
conceivable which becomes necessary and which you 
cannot easily obtain locally; OR do you offer a service? 
Need assistance in some matter ... 
Whatever the need try a classified in our Marketplace. 

SITUATIONS 

WANTED 
POSITION REQUIRED. Assistant 
gardener/composter requires new 
demanding and responsible posi
tion. Reply Box No. 278. M.G.A., 2 
St. Paul's Street, Stamford, Lines, 
PE9 2BE. 

POSITION REQUIRED. Grower 
Manager seeks interesting, chal
lenging position. Experience all 
forms production, bulk pasteurisa
tion, bulk spawn running through 
to growing - Bags. Shelves, 
Trays. UK/Overseas. Apply Box 
No. 279 - M.G.A., 2 St. Pauls 
Street, Stamford, Lines. PE9 2BE. 

SUNDRIES 

DISPOSABLE POL YTHEI 
GLOVES for mushroom picki 
and waterproof aprons. Pric 
and free samples from Mush~ 
Ltd, 266 Belsize Road, Lond 
NW6 4BT. Tel. 071-328 5715. 

1 

PROPERTY 
FOR SALE: Axbridge Mushroor 
Ltd, Cheddar Road, Axbridf 
Somerset. Filling 11,000 sq. ft. r 
week. For full details ri 
0934743339. Fax 0934744185. 

MUSHROOM CONSULTING J HUYS B.V. 

A GOOD CHOICE 
We would like to thank everybody who visited our stand during the Mushroom 

Exhibition on 9, 10 and ll May in Holland. 

It was nice to meet so many friends again. 

At the same time we would like to apologize for the fact that we didn 't maybe have 
enough time for olhers who would also hove liked to meet us. 

Nevertheless you are always welcome to contact us for good advice. 

Mushroom Consulting J. Huys B.V., 
Genenberg 5, 5872 AL Broehuizen. Holland. 

Tel. (31) 4763 1748. Fax. (31) 4763 2504 

• SPRAY-ON AGRICULTURAL INSULATION. 
MUSHROOM CHALK SUPPLIED 
IN BULK OR POL YBAGS (50kg 
bags). Best quality Lincolnshire 
Casing Chalk . Enquiries Caistor 
Limes Ltd, Caistor, Lincolnshire . 
Tel. (0472) 851281 . 
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T unnelS ystems 

Completed turn-key project - Micheldever Mushrooms Ltd. 

project planning 
eonstruction expertise 
t-'rogrammed completions 

eneral Engineering Advice 
Turn-key projects 
Technical design 
Construction technology 

hase II Pasteurisation Tunnels 
Low budget Polystructure Tunnels 
Insulated Stainless Steel Tunnels 

Growing Houses 

e Cultural advice 
• Cultural support 
• Comprehensive service 

· • Environmental Installations 
Ventilation 
Air conditioning 
Heat pumps 
Water chilling machines 
Hot water boilers 
Steam boilers 
Control panels 
Measuring Instruments 

Economy structures • Agridata Computer Controls 
Modular insulated panel structures • Farm Machinery 

• Growing Shelves 
ervice Electrical Group • Cultivation Equipment 

Lighting • Sole UK Agents for: 
Power and electrical AGRINETS 
Service contracts AGRICOVERS 

AGRIDATA Computer Control 
Systems 

r e Old Airfield, Winchester Street, Leckford, Stockbridge, Hanis S020 &JF Tel: 0264 810032 Fax: 0264 810900 § 



With JOmodels to choose from 
there's a Traymaster Compost 
Turner to meet your needs. 

What should you look for when choosing a compost turner? 
The ability to produce top quality compost and the reliability 
and endurance of the machine ore, of course, essential. 
But there are other factors whic;h vary according to your 
individual needs. Consider the feafures and equipment fitted 
as standard or as options, look at the range, capacities and 
performance of models available, and take into account the 
manufacturers willingness to produce customised versions to 
meet users exact requirements. Traymoster ore unbeatable in 
all these criteria. 
Traymaster compost turners ore quality products which have 
been tried, tested and accepted for over 15 years. You can't 
buy better. For leaflets, advice, quotations contact: 

'H'Series 

Traymaster Limited 
Catfield, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk NR29 58Q, England 

Tel: (06921 82100 Fax: (0692) 82211 (International + 44 692) 


